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Preface
Writing a thesis about spirituality, identity and cyberspace is a long journey, a pilgrimage
to the unknown. The picture on the front of Salvador Dali ‘The temptation of St. Anthony
(1946) strikingly shows how confusing and surreal the world sometimes can appear.
I have explored many academic disciplines; philosophy, sociology, theology,
anthropology and history. This thesis is the result, but not the end. I hope to use this
exploration as a starting point for new research in the future. Though a pilgrimage can
be lonely, many people have accompanied me. I want to thank a few of them: Professor
Henk Tieleman for the interesting conversations and suggestions that inspired me to look
for more ‘sources of the self’. Mrs. Dr. Jo Spaans for her willingness to function as a
second reader and her encouragement not to forget to use a solid structure. I have tried
my best… Moreover, I have received a lot of help from correctors who changed my
inferior English into more acceptable phrases: Kees Gootjes, Yvonne Huizer, Jeroen
Bollaert and Elma Zijderveld.

Because cyberspace is becoming more important everyday, it seemed like a good idea to
publish my thesis online. On http://www.theozijderveld.com/cyberpilgrims/ a multimedia
version of my thesis is available. An interesting journey awaits you!
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Introduction
Pope Benedictus XVI will be sending daily text messages to the masses gathered at the
World Youth Days taking place July 2008 in Sydney, Australia. According to the Sydney
assistant Bishop Anthony Colin Fisher, this is a way to reach the youth with inspiring
messages. Moreover, the Australian church will erect digital prayer walls and set up a
digital social network.1 It seems like the Roman Catholic Church is trying to be relevant
in a multimedia age where traditional churches have difficulty connecting with the
younger generation.

The religious framework shaping the experience of birth, life and death has disappeared
for many individuals in Western Europe. The demystification of nature by technology has
left little room for a cosmological worldview where a god steers all that is happening in
the world. This younger generation consists of many seekers who are not sure what they
believe exactly and what they want to belong to. Going to the World Youth Days can be
considered to be a pilgrimage; a spiritual journey.

This spiritual journey not only takes place on the road to Santiago de Compostela or at
the World Youth Days; one of the sources for spirituality and identity is cyberspace. The
greatest example of cyberspace is the Internet, a worldwide information network. Other
examples are virtual worlds like the immensely popular computer game World of
Warcraft or the simulation Second Life. Although extensive research has been conducted
into their cultural and economic effects, the religious and spiritual dimensions of new
media have received considerably less attention in the academic world.

In the last 20 years, computer-mediated communication technologies have been
integrated into every part of the public and private lives of individuals, organizations and
businesses. Besides the increasing use of computer technology, the process of
individualism, secularization and social change also characterizes Western society. These
processes have had a large impact on reflections concerning personal and social identity.
New information and communication technologies play a crucial role in the
transformation of identity. Cyberspace is the fast-growing medium where technological,
social-economic, cultural and religious developments occur and are communicated.2 Our
age has been coined as 'post-modern' or 'radical modern'. Two of the central features of

1

(ANP 7 May 2008)

2

(De Mul 2002) : 192
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modernity are rationalization and disenchantment. At the same time, esoteric literature,
magic and spiritual movements seem to be spreading everywhere.

I am interested in cyberspace, and the 'virtual space' as a place for the construction of
spirituality and identity. My key question is:

How can cyberspace be a place where spirituality and identity are to be
constructed?

I have several reasons to pose this question. In the first place, as I already argued, the
relationship between spirituality and cyberspace has received little attention, especially in
the sociology of religion field. In the popular debates about media, a critical and wellbalanced view is often missing. Advertisers promote how much fun and easy electronic
communication is, while parents or politicians seem to overemphasize the bad influence
of ‘the media’.

Before elaborating on how I will answer this question, I will start by defining the concepts
of cyberspace, spirituality and identity:

Identity
“The self is not a passive entity determined by external influences; in forging
their self-identities, no matter how local their specific context or action, individuals
contribute to and directly promote social influences that are global in their
consequences and implication.”3

The construction of a stable identity is not a matter of fact. Identity originates from the
Latin words idem, the same. Identity refers to who we are to ourselves. But what is our
identity, what is our self? That is a philosophical, sociological and psychological question.
Is it in our bodies or in our minds? Paul Ricoeur wrote a book Soi-même comme un
autre, the self as another.4 We are forced to think about our identity as if it were another
person that we need to know. Identity construction always contains a spiritual dimension.
The spiritual dimension, more fully explained in this chapter, is the metaphysical
framework that gives meaning to life and the world. Identity and spirituality are two
concepts that have a lot in common. A stable narrative of the self needs spiritual

3

(Giddens 1991): 2

4

(Ricoeur 1990)
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reflection. Who am I? Why am I here and where am I going?5 According to Charles Taylor
(1989), the self is constructed using several sources.6 These sources derive from
elements such as culture, education, ethnicity, race, sex, and so on. Taylor argues that
there is no autonomous self. This contradicts the romantic idea of an inner self that has
to be realized. The French sociologist Hervieu-Léger7 invokes the image of the pilgrim as
an example of the individual on a spiritual quest. A spiritual quest can be seen as a quest
for the personal narrative. A popular narrative of a spiritual quest is described in Paulo
Coelho’s The Alchemist, in which the main character broadens his horizons by travels and
experiences in distant countries. The following passage shows how he portrays the
construction of spiritual identity.

"We are afraid of losing what we have, whether it's our life or our possessions and
property. But this fear evaporates when we understand that our life stories and
the history of the world were written by the same hand."8

The idea of the self as a spiritual identity is very present in New Age thinking. In popular
media including the Christian ones, there is a lot of emphasis on becoming what you are,
on authenticity and self-realization. The autonomous individual-subject, so important in
modernity, is omnipresent.

To develop a stable identity, trust is crucial. In the development of a child, the child fully
and completely trusts his or her parents. Later on, the child learns to think for him or
herself, supported by structures such as family, school, friends, and church. Before the
decline of institutions such as the church and the traditional family, there were rites of
passage such as baptism, communion, graduation and marriage. These formal rites have
since lost their power as it is currently less common to baptize or to marry. Tradition and
habit are replaced by doubt and reflexivity. The self has to be constructed by connecting
personal and social change. Forms of mediated experiences nurture this reflexivity. The
media play a central role in connecting distant happenings, such as September 11, to our
intimate life. With the development of mass-communication, self-development and global
systems interact.9

5

(Giddens 1991) : 52
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(Taylor 1989)
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(Hervieu-Léger 1999)
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Books, magazines, television programs, movies and Internet sites shape our view of the
world as well as our identity. At the moment the presentation of women and beauty is a
hot topic. The fact that many photo models are extremely thin while their pictures are
often enhanced by graphical software such as Photoshop raises the question of how this
affects our view of femininity. People wonder to what extent a negative image of the self,
or worse, anorexic phenomena, are caused by this view of femininity. Pro-anorexia
websites encourage teenage girls to lose weight, facilitating anorexia.10

We are encouraged to think and reflect on everything we do. The break away from
traditional patterns and fixed social roles has created a society where the status quo of
authority, knowledge and relationships is questioned. The freedom of choice, study,
religious identification, relationships and work presents so many options that it is hard to
choose. This freedom can become a burden and lead to anxiety. My social category of
students is a good example. Students are expected to choose study directions, courses,
formulate opinions about their field and the world around them while preparing for a
future career. Besides their studies, they experiment with relationships, responsibility
and part-time jobs. The variety of options causes stress, especially when a clear
framework in the form of religion, a stable worldview, social network or a family is not
available. The self-identity becomes a reflexively organized endeavor. It is, therefore,
important to sustain a coherent personal biographical narrative that we constantly need
to revise.11

Spirituality
In discussions on religion and identity, speaking about religious identification is quite
usual. Of course, religion can become part of the identity as it is a social activity that
presumes contact with some transcendent reality while maintaining morals and ethics.
Cultural identity also appeals to a more or less defined social context. But what exactly is
spiritual identity? To answer this question, we first need to consider the word
‘spirituality’. It is a fashionable term nowadays yet the content of this concept seems to
differ in each context. The word spirituality originates from the Latin spiritus meaning
‘spirit’, the opposite of the material. In other words, spirituality is concerned with making
sense of things. The existential questions about being in the world are part of it. People
need to make sense of life, and rituals are an expression of placing events within a
framework.

10

see (NOS 21 June 2008),

http://www.nos.nl/nosjournaal/artikelen/2008/5/17/170508_proanasites.html
11
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Spirituality in the Christian and Buddhist traditions is a part of salvation and liberation. It
can be liberation from a distorted relationship with the divine or liberation from the
limitations and sufferings of daily life. Today, spirituality is seen as a spiritual journey to
make sense of life and seek the ‘inner self’. A very important part of spirituality is
experience. This experience, often mediated by meditation, is perceived as
communication between the self and the divine, nature, or another holistic concept. The
sociologist Stef Aupers states that the secularization process and, at the same time, the
emergence of New Age thinking have created an increase in interest for the spiritual side
of identity.12 Aupers speaks about the sacralization of the self. Adherents of New Age
thinking use traditional concepts to identify the spiritual core of a human being. As stated
earlier, they borrow the term ‘higher self’ from theosophy, the ‘divine spark’ from the
Gnostics and the ‘soul’ from Christianity. It creates a form of self-spirituality where one
aims for spiritual evolution, realization of the self or personal growth. Self-realization and
authenticity are not only perceived as spiritual concepts. They are widely used in selfhelp and self-therapy books or sessions. Anthony Giddens argues that this is not a
product unique to current Western individualism.

“'Individuality' has surely been valued – within varying limits- in all cultures and
so, in one sense or another, has been the cultivation of individual potentialities.”13

His emphasis on self-realization and authenticity is persuasive because original structures
and institutions are losing their influence. The search for the self by continuous reflection
presumes, in many self-helps books, a narrative.14

According to Mariasusai Dhavamony, an Indian Catholic theologian, identifying with many
religious and spiritual traditions offers an excellent perspective on spirituality.

“It is true that all basic human spiritual traditions are open, clear and direct
expressions of the manner in which humans have structured their personal and
social life in order to give it a higher, transcendent significance. In fact, spirit,
spiritual, spirituality can be described as the belief in some reality in human
beings and the universe beyond the physical or material or biological which is
related to the Supreme Reality and which is required to explain and justify certain

12

(Aupers 2004)
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human capacities, aspirations and ideals. It is that which explains, validates and
makes it possible for humans to rise beyond all aspects of their physical material
and selfish selves. It is spiritual reality, which accounts for human selftranscendence and world-transcendence. It is its relation to the Supreme Reality,
which is at the basis of human religious experience.”15

Spirituality, according to Dhavamony, is a metaphysical perspective that explains and
justifies human capacities, aspirations and ideals. This perspective is not necessarily a
personal God, but can also be a personal and subjective conviction about reality. It can
be holistic, rationalist, based on experience or something else. In contrast to religion, it
does not have to be a social phenomenon. Its essence is based on the structure that
humans give to it. It is based on human religious experience, or the lack thereof. William
James describes religious experiences as personal, inward experiences.16 Though they
may occur in social and religious contexts, the meaning people give to it is ultimately
personal.

Spiritual identity is based on a metaphysical perspective on life and reality. It is
composed of social, cultural and religious sources that provide a framework for human
capacities, aspirations and ideals. Today, spirituality is not institutionalized; it is open
and fluid. There is a whole spiritual marketplace from all kinds of traditions that provide
meaning, spirituality and authenticity to seekers and pilgrims.17 Spiritual identity can
therefore be constructed from a variety of sources and provide each individual with a
framework that they can or attempt to live with. One of the platforms for this spiritual
marketplace can be cyberspace.

Cyberspace
“Cyberspace. A consensual hallucination experienced daily by billions of legitimate
operators, in every nation, by children being taught mathematical concepts... A
graphic representation of data abstracted from banks of every computer in the
human system. Unthinkable complexity. Lines of light ranged in the nonspace of
the mind, clusters and constellations of data. Like city lights, receding”18

15

(Dhavamony 2002) : 105

16

(James 1958)

17

See (Hervieu-Léger 1999) , for a French perspective, and (Roof 1999), for the

American context.
18

(Gibson 1984) : 69
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Cyberspace is a word that originates from the cyber-punk writer William Gibson, who
used it for the first time in his book Neuromancer.19 Gibson describes cyberspace as the
electronic realm where millions of people are connected through computer technology.
The ‘cyber’ refers to the web of electronic connections, clearly seen in the now common
concept of the World Wide Web. It is, therefore, not surprising that cyberspace is often
used as an equivalent for the Internet. The word cyberspace is not limited to this
medium, essentially all means of communication mediated by computer networks can be
called cyberspace. Another word closely connected to cyberspace is cybernetics, the
science that describes the interaction between human and machine.20 Well-known is
Donna Haraways’s Cyborg Manifesto, in which she explores the notions of the ‘cyborg’ as
a hybrid between human and machine.21

The sociologist Stef Aupers states that there is an affinity between cyberspace and
Gnostic philosophy and esotery.22 Gnosis is secret knowledge that claims to liberate
mankind from the dungeon of the body and unite mankind with the divine. Working in
cyberspace by programming code, surfing the Internet and walking through virtual
worlds like World of Warcraft and Second Life can be so absorbing that the physical
becomes unimportant. Computer technology can become a means for immersion or flow
in such a way that the user is able to liberate himself from his or her physical limitations
and realize a new identity in cyberspace. This, at least, is what writers like William
Gibson and Timothy Leary claim. A counter to this is found in the film Avalon (Oshii,
2001), where immersion in virtual worlds leads to madness and alienation from the ‘real’
world.

Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin have developed a very applicable framework that
can be used to distinguish the different forms of cyberspace, also known as ‘new media’.
In their book Remediation (2000), they argue that many media such as books, films, and
photos are all integrated in, for example, the Internet. They call software such as
internet browsers and its different windows ‘hypermediality’. The ‘hyper’, refers to
hypertext defined as words, sounds and images that exist in the hyper reality of
computer-generated content. The windowed style of media, where sound, text and
images appear next to each other is known as hypermedia. With several windows, we

19

(Gibson 1984)

20

(Wiener 1948)

21

(Haraway 1991). I will not discuss the notion of the cyborg in this thesis, because of its

philosophical complexities.
22

(Aupers 2004)
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can switch from one source to another.23 Bolter and Grusin connect virtuality such as
takes place in, for example, Second Life, with transparent immediacy: the threedimensional world is presented so directly that the medium itself becomes invisible.24 I
will apply this framework of hypermediality later on, when I describe social media such
as Facebook or Youtube, and transparent immediacy when I describe virtual worlds in
Second Life, World of Warcraft, and the film Avalon.

Methodology
I have given the definitions of identity, spirituality and cyberspace. Identity, and the
construction of identity, refers to the self that is constructed from several sources.
Various media do play an important role in the construction of and reflection on identity.
Spirituality is concerned with making sense of things; some kind of meta-physical
framework on the self, life, and the world. Cyberspace relates to the network of
electronic communication, illustrated most clearly by the Internet.

In discussions concerning religion and identity, speaking about religious identification is
quite common. Religion can clearly become part of the identity because it is social,
presumes contact with some transcendent reality, and contains morals and ethics.
Culture and ethnicity also appeal to a more or less defined social context. Spirituality,
however, seems to refer to a personal conviction about making sense of things. Danièle
Hervieu-Léger uses the metaphor of the pilgrim to describe the search for identity and
spirituality.25 While the pilgrim seems to shape his own spiritual narrative and thus his
identity, there is also a dimension of ‘play’ to identity. As the Dutch historian Johan
Huizinga described in his book Homo Ludens (1938), a great deal of social interaction is
based on play, where the rules are arbitrary and socially constructed. It goes even
further when play becomes a game limited by borders of time and place. Play becomes a
part of the construction of identity when the player identifies the rules and practices of
the game.

In order to answer the question how we can create a spiritual identity in cyberspace, I
will use an interdisciplinary approach. I use perspectives from sociology, sociology of
religion, media studies, philosophy of culture and anthropology when I discuss the
following subjects:

23

(Bolter and Grusin 2000): 31

24

(Bolter and Grusin 2000) : 21

25

(Hervieu-Léger 1999)
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In the chapter ‘The Pilgrim’, I will focus on the spiritual journey and the changing
religious landscape in which this occurs. The metaphor of the pilgrim illustrates the
search for spirituality and the role of religion. Moreover, I will cover the changes that
occurred in traditional religion and the emergence of New Age thinking with its
sacralization of the self.

My sociological framework draws heavily on Hervieu-Léger and I will also deal with Davie
(1994), Taylor (2007), Aupers (2004). In the description of the phenomenon of New Age,
I use Heelas 1996, Hanegraaf (1996).

In the chapter ‘Spirituality in a technological mediated environment’, I discuss the
relationship between spirituality and technology. Spirituality and identity are
constructions of culture. But how is it possible to experience spirituality in a
technologically mediated environment? Is virtual reality causing a new enchantment or a
source of alienation? I will try to answer this question using the work of Dagonet (1990)
on nature, Heidegger (1962), and Henry (1987) on technology. I will use Oshii’s film
Avalon (1999) as an illustration of virtual reality. Aupers (2004), De Mul (2002), Heim
(2003) will be used for this framework of virtual reality.

In the chapter ‘Media, Religion, Culture and Spirituality’, I will discuss the role of the
media (from ‘old’ to ‘new’) in the construction of identity and spirituality. Besides, I will
focus on the relationship between media and religion using Brown (2001), Hoover
(2006). Because audiovisual media, especially television, and its effect on the audience
have been extensively debated, I will give a short overview of the most important
positions using Kline, Dyer-Whiteford et al. (2003). Finally, I will finish by describing the
role of cyberspace in the construction of identity and the search for spirituality.

In the chapter ‘Under construction: Cyberspace and Identity’, I will show how cyberspace
can play a role in the construction of identity. I will distinguish between cyberspace as a
place for experimentation using Turkle (1996), Turner (1982) and, cyberspace as a social
network using Lövheim and Linderman (2005). Special attention will be paid to the role
of religious social networks.

In the chapter ‘Spiritual Identification in Virtual Worlds’, the largest chapter, I will apply
narrative frameworks of Ricoeur (1983) and ludic frameworks of Huizinga (1951), Turner
(1982), De Mul (2005) on spirituality and identity. I will argue why the apparent illusions
of play in virtual worlds are so important for spirituality using Van Baal (1972). I will
apply these frameworks to the computer game World of Warcraft and Avilion, a world in

13
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Second Life. What could be the motivations to live in a virtual fantasy world? In the two
virtual fantasy worlds it is possible to create a virtual identity. People can construct a
cyber-self and play with it. I will try to illustrate the interaction between the construction
of a coherent narrative self and the playing with identity. This construction of identity will
ultimately be connected with the idea of the sacralization of the self.

In the conclusion, I will summarize and synthesize the different perspectives on the
creation of a spiritual identity, and show how cyber pilgrims can construct their spiritual
journey online.

14
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The Pilgrim
The quest for spirituality and identity can be illustrated by the metaphor of the pilgrim.
Pilgrimage, to Taizé, the World Youth Days, to Lourdes or even the grave of Elvis Presley
is a phenomenon that has existed for centuries.

What is a pilgrim? Hervieu-Léger accurately describes this person in her book Le Pelerin
et le Converti (1997). The pilgrim is a figure found in almost every religion and is a
widely accepted person since the early church. The pilgrim leaves the comforts and
securities of everyday life to traveling through an unknown landscape in order to
encounter a place where the manifestation of the sacred could be found. The goal of the
pilgrimage, however, is not just found in the destination itself, but even more, in the
journey. Traveling through the unknown, the pilgrim steps out of his ‘comfort zone’, and
can freely reflect on his identity and his relationship with God, the divine, or the world.

The religiosity of the pilgrim is a metaphor in two senses. Firstly, it points out the fluidity
of spiritual journeys, which could construct religious identification. The individual himself
chooses the road he wants to follow. The second meaning corresponds to a religious
sociability characterized by mobility and temporary association. The pilgrim can join
fellow travelers, but can easily leave them to continue alone. The ‘pilgrim condition’ is a
biographic construction. The past shapes the pilgrim, as he implements preferred cultural
and religious aspects of his background. He does not need to belong to any religious
community. He adjusts his beliefs to his own experiences and preferences.

Wade Clark Roof, describing the Baby Boom generation in the United States, calls them
the ‘generation of seekers’.26 The seeker is closely connected with the pilgrim; both
construct their own spiritual journey. The baby-boomers have definitely more individual
freedom. They are less bound by tradition, time and spice, and can choose from a variety
of religious and spiritual sources; the spiritual marketplace. In the quest for identity and
spirituality, I will place the concept of the pilgrim in a historical and sociological
framework. I will show how today’s spirituality has changed. My main point of reference
will be the framework that is offered by Hervieu-Léger. Moreover, I will shortly describe
the phenomenon ‘New Age’, because it is so important in the construction of postChristian spirituality.

26

(Roof 1999)
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The autonomy of the individual
Religious landscape is changing constantly. The changes of the last two centuries are
linked to modernity. Modernity is, according to Hervieu-Léger characterized by
rationalization27, the emergence of the autonomous individual-subject and the
differentiation of institutions. These are elements in the re-composition of religious
communities and beliefs.

The individual is seen as someone who is not ultimately bound to God, church, social
groups, or family, but as an autonomous being, able to make and responsible for
personal choices. The transmission of religious institutions and values is in a crisis.
Children of religious parents are ought to choose for themselves whether they want to
believe or practice the same as their parents. From the 1960s, when the baby-boomers
became adults, the religious landscape changed very rapidly. Inside the churches,
especially the Roman Catholic Church with Vatican II, strong reforms were being
conducted. At the same time, church attendance rapidly declined. More wealth caused a
more individual lifestyle with less space for authority. Freedom and a looser sexual moral
became more important.28 Communities dissolved as well as the motivation to be an
active member of a religious community. Decline of churches was very strong on the
countryside that always had been relatively church attending. Religion has moved to the
private domain but remains present in personal opinions in politics, education, health
care and volunteer work.

27

Hervieu-Léger describes rationality as the ‘imperative of a coherent adoption of the means to certain goals.’

(Hervieu-Léger 1999)

In other words, things are seen in the relation of cause and effect. When applied to

actions, they are translated to actions in order to achieve certain goals. Rationality in science is often translated
to searching for logical cause-effect relationships and the requirement of proof for assertions. This
rationalization in science has put many religious truths on trial. The creation of the world in six days, miracles
or the resurrection of Jesus Christ are highly contested and often seen as irrational. The belief in a personal God
has partly disappeared in the Western World. (Taylor 2007) Charles Taylor shows that, in 500 years, our
worldview has completely changed. Scientific insights have pulled God out of the world as an explanation.
Galilee showed that the earth is not the center of the universe, and Darwin and his concept of evolution
challenged the creation story. People in medieval times lived in an enchanted world full of angels, demons, and
other supernatural creatures. However, this enchanted world has become rationalized and people do usually not
believe in angels and demons responsible for health or sickness but blame viruses and bacteria’s. Moreover,
religious experience is seen as something inside the brain instead of outside in the world around us.

28

(Taylor 2007) : 509
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The differentiation of institutions is another feature of modernity. The church was ‘in the
good old past’ the center of religious and social life. 29 Educations, social security, power
relations, to mention a few, were often regulated by clerical systems. Functions like
social security and education have been taken over by the government or have been
privatized. The separation of church and state, not always very consistent, is one of the
fundaments of all countries in the European Union. The church is not longer the source
for political thought, art, culture and moral. It is loosing many functions while the
government increases its influence on health, welfare and schooling. Churches are
loosing their authority on ethical issues such as abortion, euthanasia and the sexual
moral.

Religious identification: believing without belonging?
Religion in its institutionalized form is still declining. However, it still remains important
for religious identification. Spirituality has, at least in Western Europe, always been
embedded in an institutionalized religious context and regulated by religious authority.
This is not the case anymore. How do people that consider themselves to be religious
without actively participating in religious systems identify themselves with religion? Many
seem to construct their religious beliefs on an individual basis. All religions have a
collective memory, constructed by rituals, symbols, stories, doctrines and traditions.
They are supported and carried out by the ‘professionals’; priests, pastors, and the ‘lay’
people; the traditional believers. Those traditional believers connected to their local
religious community seem to have become scarce in Western Europe. They do, however,
identify with some dimensions that are related to religion. Religion can still be an
inspiration and offer a moral framework. This is also what Grace Davie (1994) argues.

29

While it may be true that church attendance was much higher sixty years ago, there is no reason to suppose

that people constructed their religious and spiritual framework solely by what they heard from ecclesial
institutions. When taking a look to the late medieval times, often supposed to be the glorious days of the
church, we can see that those times were syncretistic and pluralistic, just as in our days. Keith Thomas shows
in his famous book Religion and the Decline of Magic (Thomas 1980) that people used to believe in all kinds of
magic powers, ghosts, witches, saints and miracles. Moreover, Hugh McLeod shows in his book Religion and the
People in Western Europe 1789-1989 (McLeod 1997) that religious life was not homogenous at all. The
industrial revolution, urbanization, the French Revolution of 1789, the growth of socialism and changing
intellectual ideas, especially in the upper class, had lead to a heterogeneous religious landscape. That the
official church had not the monopoly on spirituality, is clearly defined by Ernst Troeltsch in his distinction of
three ideal-types of Christianity, the church, the sect, and the spiritual communities.(Troeltsch 1991) While the
first two are well organized, with a clear exclusion of non-members, the third resembles quite well to the
fluidity of the pilgrim condition. Already in the late Middle Ages, according to Troeltsch, mystical groups
occurred. They were loosely organized and required a minimum of personal involvement. Spiritual communities
existed both within as well as outside the church.
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Her phrase ‘Believing without belonging’30 summarizes her arguments that, though
church attendance in Britain (as well as in many other European countries) has declined
very rapidly, the values and symbols still play a very important role.

Hervieu-Léger lists four dimensions of religious identification:
(1) Community. This contains the social markers and symbols that define the borders of
those who do belong and those who do not belong to a certain religion
(2) Ethics. This is a dimension often emphasized by people feeling inspired by, for
example, the Christian ethics of compassion for the weak and poor or human dignity.
(3) Culture. This dimension is very broad and seems to overlap the other three. HervieuLéger mentions tradition, symbols, practices, doctrines, books, ritual codes, history,
habitudes, moral, art, aesthetics and many more aspects of the cultural.
(4) The emotional dimension. Hervieu-Léger uses the example of religious feasts or
events where people, for the moment, feel like belonging together for a while. Such a
feeling often occurs, according to Hervieu-Léger, in religious festivities and gatherings.
This can be the traditional service on Christmas Eve, for many the only time in the year
to attend a church.

Though these four dimensions have a large overlap, they can be useful tools in describing
the construction of religious identity of the pilgrim. The dimensions often come together
when people feel the emotional need for contemplation, when they want to preserve
treasures of religious culture, need community, or fight for ethics that color their identity.
Taylor agrees with Hervieu-Léger that festivities are still very important; they are part of
the emotional and cultural dimension of religious identification. During festivities, a
feeling of ‘us’, belonging together, can appear. We live in a world where the spiritual is
unhooked from our relation to our political societies. But we need moments of fusion that
wrench us out from the everyday life. Religion is not just personal and inward, but also
social. It is not just religious festivities, such as the World Youth Days that can feed this
sentiment. Pop and rock concerts can also be a source of a sense to be in contact with
something greater.31 Take for example the Live Aid concert of Bob Geldoff that created a
sense of belonging together that was powerfully supported by the music.

Many confess to be believers without to a religious group, as religion has become a
personal matter. Religious identification is still possible on a communal, ethical, cultural
or emotional dimension, but without being an integral part of one’s identity. Especially
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the authority of clergy and regular attendance of services, two very important features of
the sometimes-idealized ‘good old past’ have largely disappeared.

New Age and the sacralization of the self
One of the most remarkable movements that became immense popular in the 1960’s is
the New Age movement. The New Age movement is hard to define, because it is a mix of
beliefs and practices. However, it has some central features. New Age is concerned with
self-spirituality. The self is sacred and the nature is spiritual. Interestingly, New Age is
directed against the values of modernity such as rationalism, capitalism and
fragmentation. A new, spiritual age should come. The New Age movement is highly
critical on Christianity with its organized structures, dogma’s and authority. The New Age
movement with its focus on autonomy and freedom fits cultural changes and could very
well apply to the preferences of the modern seeker or pilgrim.

New Age is, of course, not entirely new. It is based on esotericism, romanticism and
occultism of the twentieth century.32 Oriental religion was not a product of oriental
renaissance, but a symbol of true spirituality. New Age has some striking similarities with
the romanticism of the nineteenth century that attacked technology, work, pollution,
boundaries, authority, rationality and the family.
What is the central message and why is it so attractive? According to Paul Heelas33 New
Age provides solutions to the uncertainty of our times. There is an acknowledgement that
life is not what it should be, but it offers ways to find perfection and salvation. The
modern age is presented as something that blocks authenticity because we are all
brainwashed by mainstream society and culture in the form of parents, education and
institution. New perfection can be found if we move from the socialized self and search
for the god or goddess within. As Heelas formulates it:

“The inner realm, and the inner realm alone, is held to serve as the source of
authentic vitality, creativity, love, tranquility, wisdom, power, authority and all
those other qualities which are held to compromise the perfect life”34

This idea leads to a sacralization of the self. In popular media, there is a large emphasis
on becoming what you are, authenticity, and self-realization. In New Age terminology,
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the divine is a part that is found in every human soul. Adherents of New Age use
traditional concepts to coin the spiritual core of a human being. They use the term
‘higher self’ from theosophy, the ‘divine spark’ from the Gnostics and the ‘soul’ from
Christianity. It creates a form of self-spirituality where one aims for spiritual evolution,
realization of the self or personal growth.

New Age sometimes presents itself as a higher perspective where religion and science
are one. Hanegraaff summarizes it as follows:

“All New Age religion is characterized by a criticism of dualistic and reductionistic
tendencies in (modern) western culture, as exemplified by (what is emically
perceived as) dogmatic Christianity, on one hand, and rationalistic/scientistic
ideologies on the other. It believes that there is a “third option” which rejects
neither religion and spirituality nor science and rationality, but combines them in a
higher synthesis. It claims that the two trends which have hitherto dominated
western culture (dogmatic Christianity and an equally dogmatic
rationalistic/scientistic ideology) have been responsible for the current world
crisis, and that the latter will only be resolved if and when this third option
becomes dominant in society.”35

This clarifies why New Age could have become so popular. The syntheses of spirituality
and science are what missed in traditional Christianity on the one hand. On the other
hand, science has always been a thread of dogmatic and fundamental Christianity. By
combining those two elements, it perfectly fits in modern society.

Summarizing, New Age religion focuses on the self as an autonomous subject, actually a
really modern thought. According to New Age thinking, each person is its own god. Core
values are freedom and autonomy. The authority lies within the experience of the self
and the inner realm. The ‘meta-narrative’ is self-responsibility. You are yourself
responsible for finding true spirituality! The baby-boomers broke with the traditional
power structures and left the churches in unprecedented numbers. However, this does
not mean that they are not interested anymore in spirituality. This is clearly visible in the
success of spiritual magazines like the Happninez in the Netherlands with 100.000
readers. New Age religion, with its sacralization of the self is a very attractive idea,
because it focuses on intuition and subjectivity. The chief redactor of Happinez, Inez van
Oort, writes that it is hard to find the truth of great spiritual leaders such as Jesus,
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Muhammad and Buddha, because they are dead. According to her, we have to find the
truth in ourselves.

“Everyone can say; I am the way. Not with the accent on I, but on I am. That
alone is the most beautiful truth.”36

The focus of the new spiritual quest is on the exploration of the self, unhindered by rules
and authority. A new generation of seekers and pilgrims has emerged.

Conclusion: The pilgrim on the spiritual marketplace
The journey of the modern pilgrim is his biographic construction. His activities are
volunteer, autonomous, flexible and individual. He uses several sources to construct his
own spirituality. Traditional communities have been eroding, causing a severe break with
traditional roles and values. At the same time, New Age spirituality, concerned with
authenticity and the inner self, has become extremely popular. The self has become a
sacred object. Searching for a spiritual framework can happen on the huge spiritual
marketplace where forms of traditional religion and New Age compete for the attention of
the seeker. Traditional religion can still play an important role. It offers community,
ethics, and culture and has an important emotional dimension. Though pilgrims can share
ethics or culture, they often prefer to believe without belonging. The metaphor of the
pilgrim is a perfect illustration for the fluidity of the spiritual journey that all of us have to
take.
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Spirituality in a technological mediated environment
Life is a wonderful adventure
Life is a travel through storms
Life is an unusual travel
Life is a travel through many storms

Avalon a fulfilled dream
You see a land behind morning mist
Avalon a secret land
Get to know your true Avalon37

In Avalon, a surrealistic film about life in the near future, where nature and seem to be
absent, the world is full of gray flat blocks. Many young people escape to the world of an
illegal computer game, called Avalon. They search for the adventure they miss in daily
life. The adventure is one big war game, where players become soldiers and fight other
soldiers, tanks and helicopters. In order to access this computer game, a player needs to
enter a ‘cockpit, using a virtual reality helmet. This is the portal to the virtual reality of
the dangerous war game of Avalon. The key figure of the film is Ash, a thirty-year-old
woman. She is a very experienced player and even gains real money when she wins
battles played in the game. Ash is a very lonely person, who has only her dog and the
virtual reality of Avalon.

Avalon is a dangerous game. When a player is hurt too much, he or she cannot return to
the real world. One of Ash’s friends went ‘game over’ and lies in coma in the hospital.
However, there is a chance that this friend is actually living in a ‘higher’ reality, a hidden
level in the game. Ash, who is very worried about her friend, takes high risks to enter
this level. As she becomes more and more involved with the game, real life, in the form
of her dog, for whom she prepares food, fades away. When she returns from the game,
she cannot find her dog anymore.

Finally, Ash succeeds in entering this hidden level. This is a world that looks real; she
sees colors and naturally looking people. She leaves the technological artifacts behind
and enters this world that seems to be more real than daily life. There, she meets her
friend in a garden. She confronts him with the fact that he has betrayed the group of
warriors and that he entered this higher level alone. This is not the real world, she
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declares. He, however, argues that this virtual world is real. But, to really become part of
Avalon, they have to fight. One has to die so that the other can stay. Ash is able to shoot
her friend in a duel and enter Avalon. Is Avalon the beginning of the end or a better
world than daily life? This question is not answered in the film and left for the audience.
It is a question that is very relevant in the discourse of nature, technology and virtual
reality.

Technology and spirituality?
“The tension between religion and intellectual knowledge definitely comes to the
fore where rational, empirical knowledge has consistently worked through the
disenchantment of the world and its transformation into a causal mechanism”38

To view our technological society as gray, too structured, and organized is often based
on a romantic view of the past, when we lived in harmony with nature. Many people
despise the urban environment and long for a living in the countryside. In the previous
chapter, we saw that one of the major changes in the worldview has to do with scientific
and technological developments. Spirituality is often connected to nature, especially in
New Age thinking. The technological developments have, according to Max Weber, led to
a disenchanted world. There seems to be no place for the supernatural in a highly
technologically controlled world. Cyberspace is a product of highly complex computer
technology. Therefore, we need to get a grasp of the essence of technology. What
framework can technology offer?

To answer this question, I will present visions on the essence of nature and technology,
presented by Francois Dagonet, Martin Heidegger and Michel Henry. Furthermore, I will
argue why technology has received a new aura of enchantment, magic and spirituality
and apply this to virtual reality. I will apply these views to the fascination for virtual
worlds.

For the last two centuries, there have been large developments in science and
technology. Nature has been the object of scientific research looking to master its power.
It has become domesticated in gardens, parks and wild parks. The rise of technology and
systematization has lead to demystification and disenchantment. Meanwhile, a rise of
romantic longing for pure nature and authenticity emerged in the eighteenth and
nineteenth century, represented by writers like Rousseau, poets like Goethe, and
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painters like Caspar David Friedrich, who painted the ´Wanderer above the sea of fog´.39
Those influences of romanticism are also visible in New Age spirituality, as I argued
before.

The industrial revolution and the repression of laborers led Marx to compare machines to
monsters that lead to the destruction and alienation from real life. The French
philosopher Michel Henry, deeply influenced by Marx, eloquently expresses a very
negative view on modern technology and science.40 Martin Heidegger states that we
should be aware that technology has become a framework.41 The danger is that we do
not acknowledge any more that we experience reality through this framework and take it
for granted.

However, science and technology have always been seen as progress to a better future.
David Nobel argues in his book, The Religion of Technology

42

, that Christian scientists

tried, with the use of technology, to regain paradise and to restore perfection. A good
example of this thought is found in Francis Bacon’s New Atlantis, in which he describes a
perfect world where all kinds of technological innovations are integrated in society.43
Moreover, the complexity of technology, especially computer technology, has inspired
many computer programmers to see technology as magic. The complexity of computer
hardware and software can be domesticated by programming, but what exactly happens
is not traceable and controllable anymore. Computer-mediated virtual environments even
attract neo-pagans who consider technology as both magical and spiritual.

Nature
“On m’a donné un nom qui ne me convient pas ; on m’appelle nature et je suis
tout art. Ne sais-tu pas qu’il y a un art infini dans les mers, dans les montages
que tu trouves si brutes ? Ne sais-tu pas que toutes ces eaux gravitent vers le
centre de la terre et ne s’élèvent que par des lois immuables, que ces montagnes
sont les immenses réservoirs des neiges éternelles qui produisent sans cesse ces
fontaines, ces lacs, ces fleuves, sans lesquelles mon genre animal et mon genre
végétal periarient?"44
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What is nature? Many authors emphasize that the idea of nature that is common in
popular culture, is in fact a romanticization of the last two centuries.45 Francois Dagonet
starts by searching for the etymological roots of the word. It comes from the Latin
natura, which is applicable to that which is being born and thus being engendered. In
French, this root is still visible: se qui naît. Dagonet describes nature as that which is
being born, the first, and the spontaneous. That which is born also dies, and this process
goes on and on. The whole world reveals itself as part of nature; it is a mega-system that
is completely autonomous.

That which is born is opposed to whatever is made by men. Nature is often seen as the
exact opposite of the factory and the industry. Nature contains rhythm and permanence,
but is at the same time a spontaneous movement, as opposed to the artificial. Shortly
stated, it is alive. In Greek thought, the artifact, that which is produced by art, was a
symbol of devastation. Artifacts are things; they are dead, and have no intrinsic
properties to be what they are. The wood of a chair was not meant to become part of a
chair. Nature contributes that which is constant, irreducible, unchangeable, but the
“pact”, or “contract” comes from mankind, as Rousseau argues. The contract is
something arbitrary; it changes that which was fixed in time and place. Contracts are
part of culture, and can be considered as artificial. The earth is praised as the surface
where things grow, but things are often devalorized. Clothes, machines, and chairs are
artifacts. Mass production, associated with standardization and devoid of creativity, has
an especially bad name. Production is seen as inferior to procreation.

Technology
Technology is one of the terms often opposed to nature. Martin Heidegger regarded his
era as a technological one. In his essay, ‘ Die Frage nach Technik’, he asks what the
essence of technology is. Heidegger avoids an instrumental or subjective interpretation of
technology. He agrees that the functions of technology are instrumental, but states that
this is not the whole truth. Therefore, he asks in which circumstances technology is made
possible. The word technology comes from the Greek technè, which means art or
craftsmanship. Making or fabricating a new object reveals something that did not exist
before. That is why Heidegger sees technology as a way of revealing. It is a way of
revealing that does not cover the whole reality; it is a framework. To clarify this idea, he
uses the example of a painting with a list. The things, the instruments of technology, and
the activities appear in a framework. The framework of the painting includes a world
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where things, people, trees, animals and buildings appear. The framework is the border
between the world of the painting and what does not belong to it.

Technology is, in the ontological sense, not a collection of things and activities, but a
mode of truth. This technological truth is what Heidegger calls Gestell. It is the way of
enframing the possibilities where technology appears, and thus a way of revealing. The
world in its technological form is what Heidegger calls Bestand. The world and nature are
considered resources of energy that can be grasped and saved. Heidegger mentions the
river Rhine as an example. The Rhine can be the source for a hydraulics station where
electricity can be aroused. In this way, nature is seen as technology. Another example is
the mining of carbon, where carbon is a source of energy that needs to be extracted from
the soil. Dagonet argues that science is designed to reveal the essence of nature. In
fields like biology and chemistry, many secrets of nature have been revealed.

This highly selective way of framing the world has a destiny. This destiny is, according to
Heidegger, not fate, but a direction. One has to listen to, not obey, the essence of
technology. When the essence of technology is grasped, it becomes possible to have a
free relationship with it.46 The relationship to technology is in itself not technological, but
existential. Thus, one must acknowledge that technology is not neutral, but ambiguous
and mysterious. There are different responses to technology; varying from blind
obeisance to blind rebellion. However, a free relationship is only possible when the
essence is understood. The danger lies in seeing a part of reality as the whole truth.

Technology and alienation
The French philosopher and phenomenologist Michel Henry (1922-2002) holds very
negative views about modern science and technology, because, according to him, they
alienate us from an authentic life. His ideas seem to be close to the main concepts of
New Age, where structures and science are viewed as blockades to reach the inner self.
Life, according to Henry, reveals itself in a continuous self-experience. The human being
is a whole, where body and soul are one. The self-experience is expressed in the
physical, like the feeling of pain or the enjoyment of the warmth of the sun. It is not
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intentional, not purpose driven. It is an experience not expressed in language or
narrative; the primary experience precedes reflection.

This experience in the form of non-intentional self-affection is what Henry considers to be
the truth as internal structure. The world is concerned with truth as external structure,
where concepts as intentionality and transcendence belong. Human beings live in the
world and have to obey the laws of nature and the laws of the world. This is necessary in
order to live together. The relationship between the internal structures expressed in selfexperience and the external world should be maintained.

However, when knowledge and experience are objectified, this relationship is lost. This is
exactly what happens in modern science. When knowledge is disconnected from
experience, a disintegration of knowledge and life occurs. Life and experiences are made
into objects that can be studied. A tree is reduced to an object of geometrical measures.
Living creatures become alienated from their internal truth; the manifestation of colors,
scents and sounds is lost. And this is, Henry argues, one of the causes of decay in
Western culture.

Modern science and technology make an abstraction of sensibility. Where life and nature
are reduced to systems, models and theories, technology becomes barbarian.47 The
pretension of science to have the only possible perception of the world is a mistake.
Henry argues that there is a unity of body and soul, and a unity of body and earth. When
life and physical movement are made object of systematic movements, as happens in
factories, the human being becomes a small part of a machine. The living work becomes
cybernetic and robotic.48 Workers in factories that constantly repeat the same work are
reduced to robots.

Technology, according to Henry, is a collection of acts and transformations based on
theoretical knowledge. This is contrasted with the living world. Technè is situated in the
praxis of life. However, in modern technology actions have become the object of
systematic analysis and domination. The scientific way of thinking has dominated the
modern technology that life has expulsed. When a laborer is turning screws all day, his
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labor becomes alienated from him and is only a mean that serves a specific purpose.
Finally, through technology, human beings are alienated from themselves and the
essence of life. This is very well represented in the film Avalon, where the technological
world is portrayed as gray and lifeless.

Sacred Technology
It seems strange that a ´premodern´ worldview, where spirituality and magic play a role,
can exist in a world dominated by technology, rationality and secularization. Starting in
the Renaissance, the center of the universe has moved from God to the human being.
Mankind has taken fate into its own hands. Therefore, it is not so strange if science and
technology receive a sacred aura. Considering tragedies like Chernobyl, technology
contains a dark side. Of course, this dark side of technology can clearly be the result of
the dark side of mankind, especially in wars. But technology, used for peaceful purposes
such as the generation of energy can become a deadly force. Heidegger and Henry have
clearly underlined this negative dimension. However, the dark side of technology does
not result in the loss of the religious aura. Because of the complexity and uncontrollable
elements in technology, technology can represent the sacred.

The sacred (the divine, the supernatural) provokes fascination, admiration and awe, but
also fear and abhorrence. In religion, the sacred has a central place. Rituals are aimed to
communicate with the sacred and the supernatural. Technology provokes those two
reactions. On one hand, people are fascinated by the possibilities that technology offers.
The developments in aircraft and space technology and the progress in medical science
cause an admiration and enthusiasm. At the same time, technology can become
monstrous, as Marx already acknowledged. Technology can dominate life. Computers can
become so complex that people start to scream at their PCs when they do not operate in
the way they want it to.

Magic Technology
Technology is about domestication, controlling and using recourses. It is characterized by
functionality and domination. Just like magic, it is about control. Magic is the unconscious
of technology, the irrational enchantment. Aupers argues that magic has been perceived
as primitive and irrational. It is applied in situations where knowledge is insufficient and
one feels powerless and uncertain. With the influence of the development of science and
technology, magic should disappear. This is not the case. Technology, especially
computer technology, is mysterious. Computer programmers often see programming as
a magic ritual. The creation of digital worlds provokes feelings of excitement and
admiration. Programming is a magical ritual and an interaction with a mysterious reality.
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The majority of what happens in a computer remains unrevealed. It is a ´black box;
what exactly comes out is often surprising. When I was around fourteen years old, I
started programming in BASIC, a very simple computer language. I was amazed that I
was able to program the computer in order to make it do what I wanted it to do.
However, even more often, it reacted differently and it was not always possible to
rationally explain what happened on the screen. I also experienced programming as
some kind of magic, with which I tried to control a system that I did not understand.

Technopaganism
“The Craft is nothing less than applied cybernetics. ‘It is understanding how the
information flow works in human beings and in the world around them, and then
learning enough about that flow that you can start to move in it, and move it as
well. ’Now he is trying to move that flow online. ‘Without the sacred there is no
differentiation in space; everything is flat and grey. If we are about to enter
cyberspace, the first thing we have to do is to plant the divine in it.’”49

Mark Pesce is a paganist, but a special one. He sees technology as something sacred.
A fascination for technology can even result in new forms of paganism, such as
technopaganism, a form of neopaganism. Neopaganists (counting three-quarter million
´believers´ in Northern America), practice forms of New Age and Wicca. They have an
animistic and polytheistic perception of nature. Nature is divine and rituals are important
to communicate with the divine. They strive for a new unification with the mystery of
nature. It is notable that technology is being evaluated as positive. The sociologist Stef
Aupers conducted research in Silicon Valley and discovered that many of the leading
computer scientists where involved as much in New Age spirituality as in computer
technology50. One out of five neo pagans is working in this sector.51 They see
themselves as wizards working with technology that is alive; they can create a new
virtual reality. However, it is hard to see how serious they take their ‘cyber-religion’.
According to Lorne Dawson, the fascination for technology is one of irreverence; it is a
ludic love for parody.52 Techno-paganists find their inspiration partly from computer
games. Techno-paganists do not demand, as in traditional religions, a high degree of
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participation or the belief in certain dogma’s. “In the realm of techno-paganism, literally
nothing is sacred.”53

Virtual Reality
Technology and spirituality are not, per se, incompatible. The fascination for technology
can create an atmosphere of sacredness, mystery and magic. It has become a mode of
existence, a framework by which we live. Technology penetrated even more deeply in
human existence when computers became a cultural phenomenon, argues the
philosopher Michael Heim.54 This is more prevalent in virtual reality, a reality that is
evoked by computer technology.

Heim states that the connection of the meanings of ‘virtual’ and ‘reality’ means that
virtual reality is an event that is experienced as real, but, in fact, is not. Virtual reality is
by no means only technical. An illusionary feeling can be evoked when one is immersed
in a book or a piece of music. In cyberspace, networks of computer technology construct
virtual reality. It is an interface between the human being and the computer. He states
that:

“Virtual reality can, in my opinion, be understood as a specific mode of the
physical being-in-the-world of the Dasein. It has a temporal and spatial structure
that differs from the daily physical experience.”55

One of the main characteristics of virtual reality in cyberspace is the interaction with the
computer in an artificial environment. The interaction can be experienced as real and the
user can even be immersed in this reality. Immersion can occur when the interaction
with the computer is so real that daily structures of time and space seem to disappear.
This is especially the case when the virtual reality is three-dimensional. A virtual reality
helmet and gloves that allow the user to use his head and body to navigate in a virtual
three-dimensional world can enhance the effect. The user can navigate through a virtual
world without physical limitations like the gravitation force. However, this effect can be
applied as a parameter of the simulation in order to create the illusion of a real world. In
Second Life, a person can walk through virtual cities like Amsterdam. Though flying is
possible in Second Life, many moderators prefer to turn off this feature because it takes
away the illusion of a ‘real’ world. Bolter and Grusin connect virtuality with transparent
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immediacy: the three-dimensional world is presented so smoothly that the medium itself
becomes invisible.56 The technology for such an experience is not common for most
computer users nowadays, but a futuristic version of such immediacy is the Virtual
Reality helmet that Ash uses in Avalon.

Aupers states that many computer programmers and other technological specialists, who
are enchanted by modern technology, see cyberspace and virtual worlds as means to
free themselves from the iron cage of the body. Many of them were active in the
counterculture of San Francisco in the seventies. Just like LSD, computer technology was
seen as an enlargement of the conscience and the escape from an oppressing system.
Returning to nature was outdated, spirituality could be found in virtual worlds! This is a
Gnostic idea based on the liberation of the physical that enables one to unify with the
divine spark. Aupers states that cyberspace is seen as the final realization of the Gnostic
dream. The spirit can be free in a higher, spiritual dimension. This is a strong contrast to
Henry’s idea of the unity of body and soul, which is also a common idea in New Age
spirituality. This unity does not exist in virtual worlds, because the physical limitations
are taken off. The physical resistance of gravitation that the earth offers, or natural, nonintentional actions, is not necessarily present in virtual worlds. Physical functions can
become artifacts that are used to navigate in a virtual world.

De Mul asks whether the construction of virtual reality should be perceived as the
ultimate form of domination that characterizes modernity. According to him, this is partly
the case. It is an ultimate form of the modern calculating science that Heidegger
describes. The digital domain is, from the perspective of ordering, the supreme form of
modern science in order to transform everything into a controllable Bestand. However,
control of virtual reality is only applicable for programmers. And even they are not
always able to control the software that operates virtual worlds. This is the magic that
Aupers describes when programmers are able to create virtual worlds, even if they do
not know exactly how everything works.

Virtual reality can be seen as liberation, but also as an escape. When people are
immersed in cyberspace, the reference to the physical world disappears. The French
philosopher Jean Baudrillard argues that society contains more and more simulations.57 A
hyper reality, that only refers to itself, becomes a source of alienation. This could be
truth in virtual worlds, where new fantasy worlds can be created (see the chapter on
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Spiritual Identification in Virtual Worlds). This negative outlook on simulations and virtual
worlds is not widely shared. People involved in virtual reality and computer technology
state that they are absolutely able to distinguish the virtual reality from the physical
reality.

Conclusion: The everydayness of technology
In the Arthurian legend, King Arthur is, after his death, transported to the Island Avalon.
This is a mysterious place, comparable to the underworld or the Elysian Fields in Greek
mythology. In the film, the mystery about the world of Avalon remains. However, here
Avalon is the name of a violent game where it is also the highest level one can reach. Are
virtual worlds a kind of life after death? That is what the movie suggests, but it does not
answer the question whether this is positive or negative.

Technology can be a source of enchantment. Clearly, technology can be frightening and it
can dominate our view of the world. It can alienate us from life and nature. This is
certainly the case in the world in which Ash, the main character, lives. Everything is
colorless, and there does not seem to be life anywhere. Michel Henry’s primary
experience of nature seems to be totally absent in Ash’s world. The virtual world is an
escape world, but is it better? This dark side of technology does not prevent technology
from receiving a sacred aura. It is both fascinating and frightening. In the virtual reality
of Avalon, it is possible to win, but also to die. This is what makes it so attractive.

When technology becomes uncontrollable, a way to deal with it is using ‘magic’. Magic is
about controlling the uncontrollable in ways that are often seen as primitive and
irrational, but it is nonetheless prevalent in computer technology. Especially computer
technology has this magic aura. Cyberspace is the virtual space created in computer
networks. The relationship between IT and magic lies in the mysterious properties of
computer technology. The filmmaker Oshii presents the virtual world of Avalon as a
magical one. Besides technological artifacts like weapons and tanks, there are ghosts and
goddesses.

In the end, Ash enters the hidden level of Avalon. Suddenly, she sees bright colors in the
streets, gardens and animals. Is this world a better one than the real world, or has she
entered the real world? According to a ‘wizard’ that explained to Ash how to enter the
hidden level, it was a great simulation under construction. The ambiguity resembles
Baudrillard’s description of simulations. The virtual world of Avalon might exist without
references to another, physical world.
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Technology is a part of everyday life. It is not positive, nor negative, nor neutral. Though
Heidegger may be a bit gloomy about technology, which is not surprising after the
Second World War, I share his view that technology is a way of revealing, a framework.
The very romantic vision of Michel Henry who sees modern technology as a source of
alienation is shared by the New Age thought about the integration of life and the world.
However, fascination for technology provokes fascination with the new possibilities. One
of the most exciting developments is the creation of worlds based on virtual reality. The
turn from nature to virtual reality brings new enchantment, magic and mystery.

What can be expected from a world apparently so different from the physical world? Is it
a technological heaven or a dark underworld, a creepy place that alienates people from
their natural environment? I believe that people are well aware of the framework of
virtual reality. Playing in virtual worlds can become a flow, because of its transparent
immediacy where the medium seems to disappear. When spirituality is concerned with a
metaphysical framework, technology can be a way of revealing. Techno-paganists are
people who, playfully, give a sacred meaning to technology. They are a marginal group;
the majority of the users of technology will see it as a tool instead of a sacred entity.
Virtual worlds have become part of our daily life, also in the form of the Internet. They
offer a framework that makes sense to the people and the world around us.
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Media, religion, culture and spirituality
“Religion and spirituality seem ever more obvious in popular music, television,
film, and in books.”58

How do the media reflect our experiences and reflections? Media do stand between
ourselves and the world around us. The generation of seekers and pilgrims grows up with
magazines, television, mobile phones and the Internet. They offer information,
entertainment and a social network.

Though the Internet is becoming rapidly popular, traditional ‘print’ media are still selling
very well. And, interesting for the topic of spirituality, spiritual magazines are abundantly
available. Take, for example the Magazine ‘Happinez’ with 100.000 readers in the
Netherlands. The magazine contains articles about Buenos Aires, Fortune Telling, and
interviews with philosophers, articles about true guru’s, cosmetically surgery, love and
relations, the astrological compass and much more. The design is beautiful and contains
many full-color photos. Interestingly, there are many advertisements for anti-aging
crèmes besides more ‘spiritual’ advertisements for astrology, meditation, hypnosis and
yoga. As ‘inspiration’, there are pictures of painted naked bodies that are painted by a
French-Moroccan artists, that are illustrated with quotes like “What we call the naked
truth, is often colored”, “Memories, education, religion, experience form patrons that
obscure your true self”.

Many pages are filled with ‘shopping’; shawls, shoes, biological food, crèmes, baby
clothes, and books. A bit further, we find a ‘dharma lecture about the search for the
truth’, inspired by Buddha. An article from the category ‘health’ treats the psychological
consequences of secrets. In an article about spirituality, the author warns against the
dangers of sects. The article about ‘truth’ is based on an interview with a psychiatrist
who argues that people have to face their true situation, and not invent stories about
their selves that are not true. Happinez is a perfect illustration of modern spirituality. The
magazine is a ‘collage’ or ‘bricolage’ of spirituality, authenticity commerce, psychology,
and focus on mental and physical perfection. It coincides with the (post) modern search
for perfection and authenticity.
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In this chapter I will investigate the relationship between media, religion, spirituality and
culture. I will take a look at (1) the history of media, (2) theories about audiovisual
media of and (3) the features of cyberspace.

A very short history of media
Media and religion have always been closely connected. The great monotheistic religions
rely heavily on scriptures that have even acquired the status as holy and divine
revelation. Because literacy was something for the elite, doctrines and reflection about
these texts was not possible for the illiterate mass. They relied on oral traditions, stories,
symbols, paintings, festivities and rituals for their religious participation and experience.
There has always been bias between literate tradition and oral tradition, where literacy
has been perceived as superior, and oral tradition as superstition.

With the invention of the book printing, the ‘Gutenberg galaxy’ started. Many more
people were able to read books such as the Bible. This affirmed and enforced the
religious hold on religious and moral discourse, but was also a reason why the
reformation with its ‘sola scriptura’ could actually happen. Pamphlets, propaganda and
books supported the whole reformation process.59

In the nineteenth century, literacy became more and more common, and so became
devotional literature. The British historian Callum Brown describes how this contributed
to the religious discourse and religious identification in Great Britain.60 Christian
predication, fiction and pamphlets heavily influenced the evangelical discourse on
believing, morals, heaven and hell, conversion and sin. Later on, magazines, television
and radio became more important as media providing meaning to the public discourse.
After World War II, public discourse was still full of traditionalism, focussing on the
family, home and piety. In the 1960’s, the power of Christian discourse disappeared.
Brown argues that it was always the women who were portrayed as the ideal religious
figures. But they were portrayed less and less as pious and obedient but as self-aware
women. This was visible in pop music, magazines, newspapers and television. Women,
according to Brown, kept men in church during the nineteenth century and the start of
the twentieth century. In the biographies of people growing up in the 1960’s, there was
no place for sin and conversion. The whole Christian narrative had lost its value. Browns
description of the ‘Death of Christian Britain’ shows how important discourse had been in
creating a Christian culture, and how this changing discourse showed the end of it.
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Theories about audiovisual media
In the twentieth century, technological innovation made radio and television, the ‘mass
media’ possible. Especially television seemed a threat to literature and reflection,
because it is primarily a visual medium. Manuel Castells argues that the emergence of
visual media frustrated the elite. They thought it would make the mass lazy and take the
content for granted.61 Because audiovisual media are a very important part of the social
discourse, it is necessary to take a closer look to theories about media, especially the
media of the twentieth century. The radical difference with the ages before is the
development of audiovisual media: television, radio and cinema.

“In the conditions of modernity, the media do not mirror realities but in some part
transform them. But this does not mean that we should draw the conclusion that
the media have created an autonomous realm of hyper reality where the sign or
the image is everything.”62

The effect of visual media is a concern of worried parents, clergy and politicians. Do
media affect us in the way we behave? There are several opinions about media in the
field of media studies. They are often divided into three fields63: (1) Media Theory, which
focuses media that structure the experience of the audience, (2), Political Economy,
where media are seen as extensions of capitalist power, (3) Cultural Studies, where
popular media content is seen as ‘text’ that represent several narratives. The audience is
actively constructing meaning out of these texts.

Media theory: The medium is the message
“I loathed machinery, I abominated cities, I equated the Industrial Revolution with
original sin and mass media with the fall. In short, I rejected almost every
element of modern life in favor of a Rousseauvian utopianism.”64

Marshall McLuhan, the famous media theory scholar, at first wasn’t that positive about
new technology and new media, until he understood that they were essential to the new
culture, and could, apart from negative consequences, be part of a new global culture, a
global village. Scholars like Harold Innis and his famous pupil McLuhan have formed the
Media theory. McLuhan argues that technological mediation is a condition of culture.
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Media communications affect the practices of everyday life and are extensions of the
human experience. He speaks about media as prosthetic extensions of our senses.65 The
new media, according to McLuhan, create new communities and new identities because
they combine the global and mutual proximity, forming a global village. When millions of
people watch the same television program, they are part of this global village. Media
theory scholars like McLuhan very much stress the importance of the medium. The
medium is the message. This does not mean that the content is not important, but it is
subordinated to the medium. The ‘Gutenberg galaxy’ with its written culture, caused
fragmentation because people were able to reflect, and could separate thought and
action. The new visual media are more directly appealing to human experiences, and
therefore radically different. McLuhan has large visions of these new visual media,
especially the computer. The computer can provide universal understanding, harmony
and peace. It will be an extension of man like the mystical body of Christ. This global
village and a world of harmony of peace have not been realized. This is also what
Stephen D. O’Leary concludes about McLuhan’s maybe all too optimistic views.

“The potential to realize McLuhan’s vision may be there, implicit in the technology,
but I believe that it will take more than the technological capability to make this
dream a reality. Osama bin Laden and his associates seem to be adept in the uses
of technology, but evidently have little interest in the project of knitting humanity
into one family and creating a perpetual collective harmony.”66

McLuhan argues very clearly that technology, and thus the medium itself, is a
determining factor in the construction of culture. Oral culture maintained the tribal
system, literacy caused fragmentation, and new visual culture will bring everyone
together.

Political Economy
The political economy theory with its famous Frankfurt School of Adorno, Horkheimer and
others represented the opinion that mass media could manipulate reality. The proponents
were heavily influenced by Karl Marx’ distinction of owners and workers. Mass media
were seen as the new ultimate instruments of ideological manipulation and social control.
The political and economical elite would more or less brainwash the mass by selling
needs and ideologies in order to keep their status quo. The worst example was the nazi
propaganda that has contributed to promoting war and indirectly the holocaust. Many of
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the adherents of the Frankfurt School were Jewish scholars that had fled to the United
States. Their view, especially about radio and television, was that these mass media
manipulated the ignorant mass that were unable to reflect themselves and question the
messages they received.

The theories of the Frankfurt School have been highly criticized. The media scholar
Manuel Castells argues that all messages of sounds and images hardly have impact on
social behavior. In 1991, people in western countries received an average of 1600
advertising messages per day. People responded to only 12 of them, positively as well as
negatively. People select what they want to see and to what they behave.67

Active Audience
“From the cultural studies viewpoint, we need to pay attention to mainstream
media and culture such as fashion, television programs, music, and video games
because they are rich sources of social meaning that provided us with resources
and reference points for giving significance to the world around us and for
expressing and constructing our identities, our sense of who we are.”68

In the 1960’s, with scholars like Fiske, Morley and Katz, the ‘active audience theory’ was
developed. Where academics of the political economy theories disregarded popular
culture as propaganda of the economical and political powers, proponents of cultural
studies saw all forms of media as texts that were imbedded in culture. They recognized
that popular culture was important and not per sé bad. Actually, people enjoyed watching
television!69 They were not just passive couch potatoes that were being injected with
propaganda; they constructed their own meaning. Though the big media companies
might have ‘encoded’ their messages, the audience decoded those messages and created
meaning and context. Stewart Hoover points that since the reception of television takes
place in the domestic space of the house, television is integrated in the context of daily
life.70 People enjoy or are irritated by media texts, they talk about what they see with
their friends, and they understand themselves through images and ideas that they watch
and hear. While watching a soap opera, a middle class housewife could maybe identify
with a mother that was having a conflict with her husband, while a teenage girl might
sympathize with the daughter that is trying go become independent. Umberto Eco wrote
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in 1977 that the message has a signifying form that can be filled with different meanings.
Therefore, he concludes, there is no mass culture.71

What the ‘active audience’ shows, is that, though we may watch the same, we all create
our own meaning. This also applies to religious or spiritual television programs, such as
‘Hour of Power’, or ‘Oprah Winfrey’, with its emphasis on self-realization. Stewart Hoover
conducted research to television in the family, and concluded that the relationship
between media and religion is very complex. Each person decodes the messages from his
or her own perspective. He argues that

“Audiences seem to know more about what is going on in relations between
religion and media than they are often given credit for. They are engaged with
media in a variety of ways, and are able to position themselves with some ease
with reference to the claims of the media sphere.”72

Cyberspace
Cyberspace, the network of electronic communication, is often a synonym for the
Internet. The Internet is the interactive medium of the moment. Manuel Castells calls it
the “Information Superhighway.”73 On webpages, text, images, movies and sounds are
integrated. This is what Bolter and Grusin call remediation: several media, like text,
images and movies are integrated with other media, like web pages.74 Many scholars,
including Stewart Hoover see the power of the Internet for religion.

A stunning array of websites has emerged, specifically focused on religion and
spirituality. These range from those directed self-consciously at traditional
religious movements (…) to those (…) intended to be pan-religious or metainstitutional, to those focused on new, “fringe,” or emerging religious or spiritual
sensibilities, to those that seemingly intend to become religious movements
themselves, to sites devoted to religious “pod-casting,” to quasi-religious sites
such as those for fans and bloggers of various kinds, to sites that are selfconsciously “anti-“ or “ir-religious”. This is particularly significant to the idea that
the media may be changing, because Internet and Web-based practices are
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particularly individualistic, self-directed and generated, and – in the case of the
Web in particular – are thought to be fundamentally interactve.75

The Internet, contrary to radio or television, is interactive, and very diversified. It is a
source where religion is abundantly sought and found. According to a survey in 2004,
there were 51 million pages on religion, 65 million churches online, and 82 million
Americans used the Internet for religious or spiritual matters.76

Religion and media do not always go together. For example television has met with a lot
of resistance, because it would promote non-Christian values and undermine proper
culture. However, especially in the United States, Christian groups create their own
media channels to promote Christian Lifestyle.77 Examples are the before mentioned
Pope who sends SMS message to participants of the World Youth Days, online prayer
groups on social networks like MySpace and Facebook, prayer chains for actors and
music stars, and the Christian version of YouTube, called Godtube.78 On Godtube
(‘Broadcast Him’), you can find movies of Christian artists and preachers, log in to a
virtual network, access an online prayer wall (complete with mystical music) where you
can find prayers like ‘Prayer for Bruce’, ‘My mother has a tumor’, ‘My brother Jarred went
to church’. And last but not least, “Seek answers from the Virtual Bible and other
members.”79 The new media, also called social media, are characterized by their
interactivity and possibilities for new forms of communication; chat, forums, emails and
movies all contribute to the multimedia possibilities.

Creative audience
With the development of new media, some scholars like Henry Jenkins were even more
optimistic about the chances of the ‘audience’, or ‘consumers’. They could produce their
own media content! Jenkins speaks about ‘participatory culture’80. The audience is not
longer the audience, but producer and audience at the same time. With the Internet, and
phenomena like Youtube, we can construct our own websites, profiles, and movies.
Nowadays, people can create websites without technical skills. Jos de Mul described in
2002 how people could present themselves on a personal homepage, and could construct
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an image of who they are.81 To be able to construct a homepage, some knowledge about
web design is very helpful. Today, even this knowledge is not necessary anymore;
personal profiles can be made with a few clicks of the mouse. Because the Internet is not
mass medium but with a few channels, but a commoditized medium, we do not need
Hollywood, the big music labels and the television companies in order to get the
information and entertainment we want. This is of course an exaggerated view, but
Jenkins is very positive about the possibilities of private individuals to create their own
content and thus creating and changing the media.

Conclusion
Media are means that mediate culture and meaning, also when it concerns religion and
spirituality. Religion has been mediated by oral traditions, literate sources, and, in the
twentieth century, audiovisual media. Views on the role of the media are diversified.
Some emphasize the power of the medium, some the power of the companies behind
them and other the power of the audience. Though in many Christian circles, media like
television, are considered to encourage immoral behavior, Christian media offer their
message using the newest media, with Godtube as an example where text, images and
sound are integrated. Research shows that many people use the Internet as a source
four spiritual questions and answers.
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Under construction: Cyberspace and identity
The media present all kinds of stories and items that can be totally different, and we
receive them all together. They provide recourses, context and practices to our identity.82
By watching the news, surfing on the Internet and listening to music we are informed
about the war in Iraq, the personal lives of friends who live far away, showbiz news and
the latest hit of Britney Spears. Giddens speaks about the collage effect. How can we
make a stable narrative of the world and ourselves? Giddens argues:

“A collage is by definition not a narrative, but the coexistence of different items in
mass media does not represent a chaotically jumble of signs. The separate
stories, which are displayed alongside one another express orders of
consequentiality typical of a transformed time and space environment. There is no
single narrative.”83

According to Giddens, there is no single narrative. We ourselves may not have one single
narrative. With the windows on the computer, we can open one to write a letter, one to
chat, another to play a game, and another to read an online magazine. When we see the
world as a stage, with actors, a front and a back, as Goffman did84, we present ourselves
in our work, at parties, on the Internet, in our family, and have moments with nobody
around when we watch television or read a book.

I will try to show how the Internet can work as a place for presentation and
experimentation. Firstly, I will introduce the concepts liminality, from the anthropologist
Victor Turner and ‘Virtual Moratorium’, from the psychoanalyst Sherry Turkle. She
argues that role-playing games on the Internet can be a tool for experimenting with
identity, because it’s anonymity guarantees more freedom than daily life. Secondly, I will
focus on the social network that the Internet can become. I will focus on identity by
using the example of personal profiles that are offered by networking sites such as
Facebook.

All these environments create different narratives that together form the collage of our
lives. Cyberspace is an important space for expression, experimentation and social
contacts. In this chapter, I will explore the possibilities for the construction of identity
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with new media, especially the Internet. The construction of identity on the internet
occurs in a space without face-to face contact. People can browse the Internet
anonymously and experiment, but can also use it for social contacts, by using email, and
joining communities or role-playing games. It is possible to experiment freely with taking
different roles and behaving differently, by, for example, taking another name or gender.
Besides, people can present themselves as ‘real’ persons, and interact about their work
and private life, as is often done at so-called weblogs. The work of the anthropologist
Victor Turner can be enlightening to distinguish between those features. In his book From
Ritual to Theatre, he describes social interaction as ‘social drama’, which coincides with
Goffman’s metaphor of the stage. Turner became interested in the ‘rites-de-passage’,
transition periods. One of the most important transition periods is the transition from
child to adult. In many primitive societies, this is a period where teenagers can
transgress familiar values. Turner calls this the ‘liminal period’.

“… an extended liminal phase in the initiation rites of tribal societies is frequently
marked by the physical separation of the ritual subjects from the rest of society.
(…) Ritual symbols of this phase, though some represent inversion of normal
reality, characteristically fall into two types: those of effacement and those of
ambiguity or paradox.”85

The concept of a limen, a margin, resembles to the period of puberty in western
societies, where teenagers are allowed to experiment. The psychoanalyst Erik Erickson
has introduced the term ‘moratorium’86. It is a stage in the adult life where it is more or
less allowed to experiment with relations, lifestyle, sexuality, alcohol, smoking, and
drugs. This moratorium is not without risks, and adults can be punished by family, school
or government, when things get out of hand. In cyberspace, it is possible to experiment
with relations, identity, and many other things without any physical consequences like
getting drunk, pregnant, or caught by the police.

A Virtual Moratorium
The American Psychologist Sherry Turkle describes how people play with their identities
in so-called Multi User Domains in her book Life on the Screen (1996). These MUD’s often
contained role-playing elements based on the face-to-face role-playing game Dungeons
and Dragons that became popular in the 1970’s.
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“In Dungeons and Dragons, a dungeon master creates a world in which people
take on fictional personae and play out complex adventure. The game is a ruledriven world that includes charisma points, levels of magic, and rolls of the
dice.”87

When Turkle conducted her research, these MUD’s were not yet the three-dimensional
graphical virtual worlds of Second Life, but instead were text-based. In these virtual textbased worlds, players connected to the computer could play in fantasy worlds, create
virtual characters and interact with each other. They could experiment with many things
without physical consequences.

Turkle describes several players for whom playing in virtual worlds functions as a kind of
virtual moratorium, a place where they can experiment with their identity. These players
often had great problems managing their lives, but in cyberspace they did not experience
these real-life limitations. Persons who were to shy to interact face-to-face could, in a
role-playing game, become highly successful. They could become popular, make friends,
and even get married with another virtual personage. Turkle describes the example of
Robert. He came from a broken family, his father being an alcoholic. He had an intense
relationship with his mother, but this came to an end when he went to college. He felt
very lonely and was also afraid that he mightbecome an alcoholic, just like his father. A
friend of him introduced him to the world of MUDs. Shortly after, he became highly
involved, playing eighty hours a week. He took many responsibilities as an administrator
where he had to program the database, recruit people, teach the rules, and solve
conflicts in the online community. The experience of getting responsibility and being
valued by others made his offline life change as well. After a year, his college took back
the computer that he leased, but by then he did not need the virtual world anymore.

(..) Robert acted out certain of his troubles on the MUDs. (…) After he was
confident that he could function responsibly and competently on MUDs, Robert
wanted to try the same behavior in real life. (…) He was able to use MUDDing as
an environment in which he could talk about his feelings in a constructive way. In
the real world Robert found it painful to talk about himself because he often found
himself lying about such simple things as what his father did for a living. Because
it was easier to “walk away” from conversations on the MUD, Robert found that it
was easier to have them in the first place.”88
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In short, playing online with a virtual identity and getting responsibilities, helped Robert
to cope with real life. Afterwards, he was able to get a job, and to make friends more
easily. Playing on a MUD was a kind of therapy.

Of course, not all players were able to improve their offline life, and playing in these
virtual environments could also become an addiction. However, it is clear that online
activities can affect offline life. We can consider the time people like Robert spend in
these MUD’s as a transition period, the liminal period or the moratorium. They can invert
values, try new identities, and change their attitudes. This moratorium is not just
applicable to a well-defined transition period as it happens in primitive societies. The
virtual moratorium can appear when people connect to the Internet and experiment at
any stage in their lives. There are always times and places separated from ‘daily life’,
where people can ‘play’, apart from work and institutions. Victor Turner calls this the
liminoid89. Where the liminal is integrated in social-biological rhythms and transitions, the
liminoid is more concerned with play and entertainment apart from daily life. Liminoid
places are bars, pubs and social clubs. Internet communities can also certainly be
perceived as a liminoid.

Social Media
While Turkle focuses on the playful element and the possibility for experimenting, it is
clear that the interaction and construction of identity on the Internet are also a social
thing.90 A person ascribes meaning to life in a social context, and online identity
construction is part of that. The Internet greatly increases the opportunity to find
information about established religion, but also provides room for new spirituality and
communication with others about these subjects.

The Swedish sociologists Lövheim and Linderman describe teenagers who used the
Internet to construct and develop their religious identity. Alruna, a 19 year old student
found information about Wicca on the Internet and constructed a personal homepage
herself. She now describes herself as witch. Though she may not find many persons in
her environment who share the same interests and beliefs, the web is a perfect place to
find information and to communicate with others.
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“The problem is that it has been very difficult to find people who share my
thoughts, and who are interested in this as strongly as I am. … I don’t know what
or where I would have been today if I hadn’t had the Internet, actually. Because it
helped me so incredibly in getting contacts and knowing where to find this and
that. It wouldn’t have worked otherwise.”91

This is also the case with David, a 23-year-old operator at a computer company. He is
webmaster of an evangelical conservative homepage in Sweden. Evangelicals are a
minority there, but online they can get information and interact with like-minded people.

“I come from a Christian context where… there is no interest in these kinds of
discussions and debates. Now, I’m the kind of person who brings it up anyway,
right or wrong, but you don’t get much of a response in a context where people
are not interested. I think the Internet can be a forum for people, who cannot find
room for this kind of discussion in their congregations, for example.”92

Lövheim and Linderman conclude that relationships on the Internet are interdependent in
the constructions of collective identities. People can search for information and
fellowship, and are formed by the people with whom they interact. It can become a
virtual liminoid; these communities exist apart from the central structures and operate in
the ‘margin’ of the World Wide Web. On the Internet, social capital might develop social
capital and social trust. The relationships online may be very different from traditional
religious communities. However, these communities are also changing in real life, as I
showed in the chapter ‘The Pilgrim’. 93

The hypermedial self
“In digital media today, the practice of hypermediacy is most evident in the
heterogenous “windowed style” of World Wide Web pages, the desktop interface,
multimedia programs, and video games.”94
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In creating our identity, especially online, we are, just like websites, always under
construction. We can cut and paste what we like from several sources and combine them
to a heterogeneous collage. Bolter and Grusin call the windowed style of media, where
sound, text and images appear next to each other, hypermedia. With several windows,
we can switch from one source to the other. In the discussion about the construction of
identity and the role of new media, it is important to realize that it is possible for people
without technical skills to create media. Jos de Mul described in 2002 how people could
present themselves on a personal homepage, and construct an image of who they are
(bricolage).95 To be able to construct a homepage, some knowledge about web design is
necessary. Today, even this is not necessary anymore, because personal profiles can be
made with a few clicks of the mouse. This enables us to create a hypermedial self, a
collage of different elements existing together.

The possibilities for expression and creativity by new media are endless. Personal media
like the mobile phone, the mp3 player, PDA’s, game consoles like the X-BOX, Nintendo
and the emergence of a more interactive internet, the so-called Web 2.0 like Youtube
and Facebook all contribute to a media landscape that is pervasive.96 A western society
without mobile phones and email is unthinkable nowadays. A great difference with the
‘old’ media, such as television and radio, is the interactivity and the degree unto which
those media can become personalized. People have the choice between a large variety of
‘gadgets’ that suit their personal lifestyle.97

New Media, especially the Internet, are the new ‘stage’ upon which people can express
and present themselves. Personal websites used to be limited to those who were
technically skilled, but today everyone can create a Hyves or a Facebook account, and
even children can put their self-made videos on Youtube. With regard to identity, those
features are extremely important, especially for adults who experiment with their
identity. They communicate with their friends by mobile phone (sms), MSN or another
form of Chat, and meet new people online. These media permit them to have
conversations without the face-to-face interaction that puts limitations on behavior.
Conversations by chat or sms can become much more personal and intimate and can
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therefore play an important role in their identity construction. This intimateness can,
however, have negative consequences when people record intimate conversations or
secretly film sexual encounters and put a collage on the Internet. The so-called cyber
bullying can deeply hurt children and adults by putting private lives on the Internet,
making them available to the whole world.

It is fascinating to see how much information people put on their personal profile. The
example of Hyves, an originally Dutch facebook-like profile website, can illustrate this.
On a personal profile you can find information about their living place, age, relationships,
friendships, and sometimes their email-address. Profiles can contain ‘Krabbels’ (short
messages); conversations with others, as well as blogs, pictures, photos and videos.
Some people secure their profiles, when having a job interview, because employers too
can google them and find information that would not contribute to their image as stable,
serious and hardworking people. One of the most important connections on Hyves is the
‘friend’ feature. You can connect with others by inviting them to become your friend.
Those friends are displayed on your personal page.
Those personal profiles show well how important the identity is, on the net as well in
‘offline’ life. The offline life and online life are blurring into each other, because many
offline contacts continue online or by SMS. The technological sophistication of mobile
phones makes it possible to have a digital camera, telephone and Internet browser in the
same device.

Conclusion: Personal Experimentation and Social Interaction
Cyberspace can be anonymous and social. Many people experiment with identity, search
for spirituality and can express their creativity. The examples in this chapter show that
the virtual communities can provide sources for social experimentation, as is the case in
the MUDs that Sherry Turkle describes. Of course, it is possible to create a fictional
identity on the Internet, because, as the joke goes, on the Internet, o-one knows that
you are a dog. Internet communities can provide a virtual moratorium, providing
recourses for important transitions. On the other hand, the Internet provides a stage
where individuals can present themselves, interact, and form their opinions and
identities. It encourages presenting a self that is always under construction. People can
easily create personal profiles, upload personal movies, and join all kinds of communities.
These communities can be religious, and thus contribute to religious identity, but new
forms of spirituality are also flourishing online. The individual can create his or her own
‘hypermedial self’, a collage of different media sources. This creation can be very playful,
(including funny pictures, video’s, jokes, seemingly irrelevant messages), but should
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nonetheless be taken seriously. In the chapter ‘Spiritual Identification in Virtual Worlds’, I
will elaborate more on playful side of identity.
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Spiritual identification in Virtual Worlds
Every day, millions of people spend their days in magic worlds exploring undiscovered
places, fighting monsters, creating covenants, buying property, chatting, performing
magic rituals… Is this fantasy? No, this is virtual reality. These worlds exist in computer
games like World of Warcraft and three-dimensional virtual worlds like Linden Lab’s
Second Life. Clearly, there is a fascination with otherworldly realities as presented in The
Lord of the Rings, Harry Potter, The Wheel of Time and Narnia. Fantasy books are
booming business. These are grand narratives about heroism, magic, and a struggle
between good and evil. Besides, they are examples of the apparent need for
enchantment that has its parallels in the rise of romanticism in the 19th century.
Through Second Life and World of Warcraft, people can become involved in such an
enchanted world. Fantasy worlds may be functioning as utopia where the life is magic
and exciting. The persons in such a world are part of a fairy tale or an epic myth.
Reading fantasy literature or watching a film can be a temporal escape from the real,
modern and technical world. The same can be said from participating in virtual worlds.
Here, one cannot only be a reader or an observer, but one can become actively involved
in the fantasy world.

What could be the motivations to live in a virtual fantasy world? Are people mere players
who want to have a good time online? In the previous chapter, we have seen that playing
and experimenting with identity on the Internet is serious business. The playful space of
cyberspace can offer a virtual moratorium or a virtual stage, where people can
experiment with their identity and presentation.

In the previous chapter, we have seen that the playful side of the Internet is important in
the construction of identity. In this chapter, I will explore the spiritual dimension of
identity. As I argued in the introduction, spirituality is concerned with making sense of
things. The existential questions about being in the world are part of it. People need to
make sense of life, and rituals are an expression of placing events in a framework. The
two virtual worlds offer mythical narratives, a fantasy world and many opportunities to
play and develop a cyber-character.

I will show how they can be a place where spiritual identification can occur. Therefore, I
will firstly argue why the apparent illusions of play and virtual worlds are so important for
spirituality. I will use the framework that the Dutch anthropologist Jan van Baal offers in
his book De boodschap der drie illusies : overdenkingen over religie, kunst en spel
(1972). Secondly, I will present the virtual worlds of World of Warcraft and Avilion more
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extensively. Thirdly, I will present a system of the narrative and ludic aspects of identity.
I will show how narratives and play can contribute to the construction of identity. This
framework is borrowed from Jos de Mul, who has applied the narrative theory of Paul
Ricoeur to computer games in ‘The game of life: Narrative and ludic identity formation in
computer games’ (2005). Afterwards, I will elaborate on the community aspect of the
two worlds, and apply the four dimensions of religious identification from Hervieu-Léger
to those worlds. Finally, I will synthesize these different frameworks of identification and
show how virtual worlds can offer a spiritual framework.

Illusions
What is the connection between play, religion and spirituality? Jan van Baal argues that
Religion, art and play are all illusions. Religion is based on an improvable reality, art on a
symbolic reality, and play on a fictional reality. As we have seen, there are, especially in
cyberspace, many options to play with identity. Identity as concept is a construct and not
a given or fixed concept. We could even consider identity to be an illusion! But let’s go
back to religion, art and play. Why are these three ‘illusions’ so highly valued?

Human beings are individuals and social beings. They try to relate themselves to others
and to reality as a whole. Therefore, they have to communicate. However,
communication is always finite. There is no logical piece in the puzzle that solves all
problems. Religion, art and play are varieties of human behavior that are puzzling. They
do not have a clear goal, neither a well-defined use. They do not offer practical solutions
to keeping mankind alive or how to prevent the human species from extinction.
Nonetheless, we value them positively. They are important things that reveal the
fundamentals of being human.

Religion, according to Van Baal, supposes, “All explicit and implicit notions and ideas,
accepted as true, which relate to a reality which cannot be verified empirically.”98 Why do
people ascribe the highest value to that what they cannot prove, nor make true? An
expression like ‘the certainty of faith’ points that one realizes that there is an uncertainty
that from a factual point of view is an illusion. It does however have value for the
practice of life. It gives support in crisis situations. Religion bases her improvability by
referring to forces like the community, the nature, or the divine, that are important
realities for people. The problem of western Christianity, especially after the Enlightment,
is the credibility of religion. The world has become disenchanted, and stories, dogma’s
and creeds seem to contradict modern science. Van Baal calls the modern man a
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‘bricoleur sans trésor’. He has left the old symbols of religion and does not know how to
communicate with the intimacy of his soul.

Art is concerned with aesthetics. But what beauty is cannot be defined. There are no
objective properties for beauty. But it is enjoyed anyway. Speaking beauty provokes a
silent enjoyment. It makes the human being silent and provokes feelings that he or she
cannot put into words. He feels it. Feeling is that what is unclear and not definable.
Religion and art are things that are, despite there improvability or intangibility, taken
very seriously. This is not the case with play. Play is, by definition, not seriously. But it is
valued enormously and seems to be indispensable, something that one does not ascribe
to religion or art. When we call play an illusion, no one denies it. But when we call
religion and art an illusion, people deny powerfully.

Play is an illusion that is not taken seriously. But when a game is played, it is done with
sincere earnestly. According to van Baal, one can be absorbed in the game and play
someone else without losing oneself.99 One can be someone else without losing its
identity. Everyone knows that the game is an illusion. However, the rules of this game
world are kept strictly, without making objection. Those rules are binding as long as the
game takes. The function of a game is relaxation, but one can only play well by making
an effort.

Serious play
The playful element in games must be taken seriously. Jan Van Baal, as well as Johan
Huizinga, and Victor Turner, argues that culture is playful.100 Play is an illusion that is not
taken seriously. But when a game is played, it is done with sincere earnestly. According
to van Baal, one can be absorbed in the game and play someone else without losing
oneself.101 One can be someone else without losing its identity. Everyone knows that the
game is an illusion. However, the rules of this game world are kept strictly, without
making objection. Those rules are binding as long as the game takes. The function of a
game is relaxation, but one can only play well by making an effort. We can experience
elements in life as play, or, when set apart in time and space, as a game. A football
match, and also a religious service, has elements of a game. Objects like a ball or bread
and wine become, for the time that it lasts, objects with a serious or even sacred
dimension. Religion also contains many festive and playful elements. Religious festivals
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and music, or miracle plays in the Middle Ages were a mix of contemplation, reflection
and entertainment, play and spectacle. The border between immanence, where the
divine is part of daily life, and transcendence, the otherness and sacredness, are often
ambiguous and blurred. This ambiguity is also reflected in virtual worlds where epic
narratives, heroic quests, game pleasure, spectacle and fun all seem to coexist. The two
virtual worlds described in this chapter, Avilion in Second Life and World of Warcraft
contain many playful elements. Moreover, playing in Virtual Worlds could be considered
as liberation from everyday life. People can choose and construct a virtual character and
play in a fantasy world that is totally different from their daily lives. These worlds are
individualized media where people can choose who they want to be. At the same time,
those worlds contain a community element where rules and dress codes are taken very
seriously.

World of Warcraft
“Four years have passed since the aftermath of Warcraft III: Reign of Chaos, and
a great tension now smolders throughout the ravaged world of Azeroth. As the
battle-worn races begin to rebuild their shattered kingdoms, new threats, both
ancient and ominous, arise to plague the world once again. (…) Whether
adventuring together or fighting against each other in epic battles, players will
form friendships, forge alliances, and compete with enemies for power and
glory.”102
World of Warcraft is a Massive Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game103 created by the
company Blizzard Entertainment. With more than nine million players,104 it is one of the
largest multiplayer games at this time. The three-dimensional world of World of Warcraft
is clearly inspired by Tolkiens’ Lord of the Rings. The world is shaped by a mythological
past as presented in the narrative of the game.

In this world, one has to choose a character, a virtual avatar, from one of the different
races featured in the game. Each race has a specific history and properties. The nightelves, for example, are found in one of the many countries presented in World of
Warcraft. They venerate their own goddess and use magical tokens. As the story goes,
102
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their lands and temple have been destroyed because they used the magic in an unwise
and decadent way. The elves are presented as an old race with an affinity for nature and
they consider themselves superior to other races. They certainly resemble the elves of in
Middle Earth, the world of Tolkien. After having chosen a character, the player, or his
avatar, enters the magical world where he has to fulfill so-called ‘hero quests’ in order to
develop his character and gain an understanding of the world. He has to fulfill quests
where different powers work to prevent this. He has to fight enemies and monsters and
explore unknown areas. The quests are part of the game narrative. They contain
prophecies and stories that contribute to the mythical character of World of Warcraft.105
(Krzywinska, 2006) To give an example:

“The ancient prophecy of Mosh’aru speaks of a way to contain the god Hakkar’s
essence. It was written on two tablets and taken to the troll city of Zul’farrak,
west of Gadgetzan. Bring me the Mosh’aru tablets. The first tablet is held by the
long dead troll Theka the Martyr. It is said his persecutors were cursed into
scarabs and now scuttle from his shrine. The second is held by the hydromancer
Velratha, near the sacred pool of Gahz’rilla. When you have the tablets bring them
to me.”106

The hero quest offers a clear perspective, creating certain narrative expectations.
Moreover, from his point of view and his point of action, the player can actively execute
his quests and become a hero in World of Warcraft. Players can fight dangerous creatures
and decide whether to explore this world alone or accompanied by a fellowship while they
are fulfilling their quests. When they finish a quest they can earn experience points and
reach higher levels. This increases the potential and the possibilities of the avatar. Many
players join online guilds and virtual communities in World of Warcraft. These guilds have
distinct identities that are presented by icons and colors on the clothes of the avatars.
They form an important space for the online relationships of the players and frame the
social experience of the game.107

Second Life
In the description of Second Life: The Official Guide, Rymaszewski states: “From your
point of View, SL works if you were a god in real life. Not an almighty god perhaps –
more like one of those mythological minor gods, who tended to specialize in certain
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areas, get drunk, have sex, fight.”108 In the media, Second Life is described as a virtual
world where everything is possible. It seems to have created a myth where millions of
people find an improvement of their daily lives in a virtual world not limited by physical
restrictions. To be sure, as was my personal experience, Second Life has many
limitations, because the computer software and hardware do not work perfectly at all.
When starting Second Life, one has to choose an avatar as in World of Warcraft. This
avatar looks like a virtual photo model, but can be adapted to one’s personal taste. After
this, the program starts a tutorial where one can learn how to walk around, pick up
items, buy, fly, and talk to other people. After having chosen to leave the tutorial, one
enters the ‘real’ world of Second Life. Second Life is, contrary to World of Warcraft, not a
computer game. It is a simulation of the ‘real world’ without quests, but not without
rules. In Second Life, programmers can create their own virtual world. These can
resemble 21th century worlds, but fantasy worlds are also possible.

Avilion
“After the King, King to all, Christians and Pagans alike, passed away, those nonbelievers sought to destroy his work. Those that loved him, believed in him,
followed him to the Island, to where he was laid to rest, and it was agreed that
those of this land were not yet ready for Peace. Those with the gift of the mind,
and of the sword, exiled themselves to the Island, and with the power gained by
their unity, chose to save the Island by shrouding it in a Mist. Those of the Isle
gave up all that they possessed, and chose the peaceful co-existence on Avilion
Isle. You stand on the shore of this peaceful lake, as you have many times before,
but this time something has changed. The Mist, which had always been there,
starts to fade, and the shape of an island is seen. Could this be the island that
legend foretold?"109

In my research of Second Life, I have focused on a simulation called Avilion. Avilion is a
world with beautiful landscapes, waterfalls, gardens, castles, tree houses and so on. A
part of this world has a mythical narrative as in World of Warcraft:

The ‘population’ is composed of elves, knights, ladies and gentlemen. Before entering
Avilion, the avatar is obligated to choose suitable clothes that fit into this world. On the
one hand, Avilion looks like a role-playing game, but there are no quests that one has to
fulfill. The avatars can dance in a ballroom, chat around a campfire or fight in a
108
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tournament field. In researching spirituality in the simulation Avilion, I have played the
virtual ethnographer110. I have walked around; talked, played music, danced and have
often lost my way. This was possible until my computer crashed, which happened
several times. To document my experiences, I made an online diary, saved my chat logs
and made screenshots of my activities. I had the impression that many people spend
their time in Avilion because they like the fantasy world and often encounter avatars they
already knew. Meanwhile, my co-researcher in Avilion, Hessel van der Bij, conducted
research on what can be called online citizenship. In the simulation, Avilion people were
dressed in a certain style, often talked in a very polite manner, and contributed together
to make the fantasy world as real as possible. One of the ‘managers’ of the world even
stated that the fantasy world should be protected in order to exclude people if they did
not respect the rules:

“Lady S: my children live down here
(...)
Lady S: aye and they take care of the lands they watch over
You: is it a dangerous place that has to be protected?
Lady S: all of Avilion is precious and needs protecting
You: who are the enemies, if I may ask, mylady?
Lady S: there is no enemy here unless they come from off the Isle
You: and they can disturb the peace in this place?
Lady S: this community has lived together for many generations, though we have
different heritages and customs we are one big family”111

Avilion is considered a virtual world with a community and an imagined mythical past.
When spending more time in this virtual world, it is possible to get used to the world and
become part of this community in Second Life. As van der Bij stated,

“In Avilion, you are confronted with members that have been walking around for a
long time; they have a lot of knowledge and look beautiful. I experienced this as a
kind of mirror, even though there is no principle of internal pressure to enhance
your character.”112
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The reason why people came back to this virtual world was the ambiance and the
company of others. This ambiance is constructed with background music and the roleplaying aspects, where people dress and behave in a way suitable to such a fantasy
world.

Narrative and play
In World of Warcraft, the narrative is much more sophisticated than in Avilion. All avatars
fit in the greater story of wars, revenge and magic. These elements refer to the clear
need of re-enchantment and romanticism. The myth of World of Warcraft is mostly
created by the stories that surround the game as well as the design of the characters in
this world. These narrative contexts have consequences for the possibilities and
structures of the gameplay. This appears in the so-called hero quests, where the avatar
has to complete assignments in order to develop. Another important part of the game
dimension is the fact that World of Warcraft can be defined as a massively multiplayer
game. Players enter a world that is populated by thousands of individuals that are being
played by real people. Also, it is possible to form communities within the game. This way,
the players are bound by the structures, which are partly determined by co-players.

As we have seen in both World of Warcraft and Avilion, the story plays an important role
in the construction of the world and the construction of the cyber-self. The self can be
perceived from different perspectives that might be helpful in the study of the
construction of identity in computer games and virtual worlds: the narrative and the ludic
(play) dimension of identity. De Mul has incorporated the hermeneutic theory of Paul
Ricoeur about the construction of the self113. Ricoeur states that human identity is
mainly realized in mediated self-reflection. Though Ricoeur focuses on stories as a media,
De Mul enlarges the model by incorporating games as media in the mediated selfreflection.114

A person gains self-knowledge in a process where the lived experience is articulated in
expressions, such as stories. These expressions can be internalized and become part of
how one perceives himself. Ricoeur has worked this out in a model of narrative identity.
The narrative is not only a metaphor of identity, but also one of the most important kinds
of expressions in the life of individuals and communities by when they construct their
identity. Not only autobiographic and historical stories can play that role; fiction can also
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contribute to self-construction. According to Ricoeur, our life has a narrative
prefiguration. He distinguishes three levels of mimesis.



The first level, mimesis1, is connected to the narrative prefiguration of daily life.
As de Mul formulates it: “We experience our dealings with our fellow human
beings in terms of meaning: we distinguish motives and interests, we set
standards and ascribe values, we attempt to realize certain ideals in life.
Therefore in a certain sense our actions already contain an implicit narrative.”115



Ricoeur calls the expression of the experienced narrative mimesis2. This
expression can be a story about the everyday life, an autobiography or a novel.
This dimension is described in dramaturgical terms. Central is the plot, the
expression of connected acts. The plot can, according to Ricoeur, be considered as
the synthesis of heterogeneous elements. All elements such as people and events
become a unity. That makes it a complete story. This complete story has a clear
spatial and temporal dimension. The ‘plot’ makes the life story concordant;
however, there will always be events that threaten this meaningful configuration.
Factors like frustration and bad luck can be in tension with the plot. This is why
the story is a dynamic whole. Ricoeur therefore calls the story a discordant
concordance116



Mimesis3 is the reflexive application of the narrative formation of the self. This
can be caused by identification with the characters of the story. When the
narrative has an effect on us and transforms our view of our reality, it changes
our life and identity117

De Mul’s criticism of Ricoeur is that he focuses too much on the classical story that is
characterized by linearity and a more or less closed end. The model should be adapted
when used in the domain of digital media, because these new media are characterized by
multimediality, interactivity and virtuality.

Though the rules of World of Warcraft clearly resemble a game as defined by De Mul, this
is also more or less the case with Avilion, where the game consists primarily in ‘roleplaying’. Games can be considered to be a subgroup of play, joyful activities set apart in
time and space. They can be limuloid, a margin in daily life.118 When the everyday play is
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being structured, it can become drama or a game. In both cases, the structure is
independent from the players. In the famous definition of Johan Huizinga, games are

“a free activity standing quite consciously outside ”ordinary” life as being ”not
serious”, but at the same time absorbing the player intensely and utterly. It is an
activity connected with no material interest, and no profit can be gained by it. It
proceeds within its own proper boundaries of time and space according to fixed
rules and in an orderly manner. It promotes the formation of social groupings
which tend to surround themselves with secrecy and to stress their difference
from the common world by disguise or other means.”119

In Homo Ludens, he argues how game elements are present in culture and how they
structure people’s lives. Computer games differ from other games because of their
technological mediation. The game space of computer games is a virtual space that can
be manipulated. When you press the forward button while moving your avatar, it will
move in the virtual world. The computer monitors and reacts on the acts of the player.
The main difference between a narrative and (computer) game is the interaction120 (De
Mul, 2005: 258).

Though the narrative using quests can structure games, the narrative is in some way
external to the rules of the game. Furthermore, a narrative is linear. Stories have a
beginning, middle and an end. Though some experimental books have a different nonlinear structure, this is the case for most stories. Games are multi-linear; a player can
choose various options. A chess player can move several pieces in various directions. A
player of World of Warcraft may choose which direction he wants to go to complete his
quest. De Mul argues that the interactive element of computer games and the structure
of the games are important for the construction of identity. He has adapted the narrative
model to a ludic model.121



The first level is play1 and the ludic prefiguration of daily life. This means that we
experience the natural and human world as playful. Examples include the play of
children and animals, the play in the political arena, and the play of sexual
seduction.
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Play2 is the expression of a ludic coherence in games. It is the level where the
rules and structures determine the opportunity for action. An example is a chess
game, where the rules determine how the pieces on the chessboard can be
moved.



The third level, play3, means that the player can identify himself with the
possibilities and opportunities offered by the game. The possible actions are being
reflexively applied to the self. As in a reflexive application of the narrative on the
self, there is no simple imitation of the rules. These rules are being assimilated in
the order that they change the identity of the player.

De Mul states that the narrative and ludic (play) dimensions of identity can coexist. The
narrative dimension applies mainly to the reflection on the past, while the ludic
dimension enforces expectations upon the now and future possibilities that a game can
offer. The expectations of the future are shaped by the experiences of the past. The
tension between the narrative and the game could be perceived as the interaction
between the point of view and the point of action. The point of view in a narrative is the
perspective of the reader who reads and interprets the (life) story while the point of
action is the position of a participant in a playful setting.

The narrative and ludic dimension in World of Warcraft and Avilion
The narrative dimension is clearly present in World of Warcraft and Avilion. This narrative
is embedded in a virtual fantasy world that differs from daily life. The expression of
stories, mimesis2, is intertwined with the action that is part of this world. The narratives
do not only reflect on, but also prefigure future actions. This is especially the case in
World of Warcraft, where the hero quests are structured by the story. In Avilion there is
no need to complete quests, but the rules for dressing up and communication are
inherent to the narratives. The plot, the synthesis of all elements, is open and interactive
because the avatar, or the cyber-self, influences the story. The narrative and ludic
prefiguration seem to interact. The first level of the ludic prefiguration concerns the
experience of the world as playful. The world is in these cases a virtual one and promotes
play. Play2 that is determined by the opportunity for action certainly applies to World of
Warcraft, where the rules are the rules of a game. But the world of Second Life with its
simulations is certainly without rules. The world of Avilion has several rules that
determine how to act and interact.

The third dimensions, mimesis3 and play3, are the most important in the search for
identification with the events in the two virtual worlds. Mimesis3 is the reflective
application of the narrative formation; play3 is the identification with the possibilities and
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structures by the ‘game’. That means that people playing and interacting in World of
Warcraft and Avilion both identify their avatars in the narrative and the structure of those
worlds.

The cyber-self as another
Do people identify with their avatar? I do believe that there are several reasons to do so.
First, they create and design an avatar according to their preferences. In World of
Warcraft, they can choose between different races like elves, orcs and humans, choosing
clothes and colors they prefer. In Second Life, it is possible to create and program an
avatar to an even greater extent. Moreover, one can design clothes and even the body
can be totally adapted. Of course, these options require a certain degree of experience,
but it is also possible to buy these items.

Secondly, people who are playing World of Warcraft or Second Life on a very regular
basis, such as more than fifteen hours a week122, constantly use their avatars to walk,
explore and communicate. Their avatar is the medium through which they navigate in
virtual worlds. Their physical body, sitting in front of the screen, is not important to the
virtual world. Their virtual appearance in World of Warcraft or Avilion is the only way in
which they are visible for others and themselves. Though they might be strongly aware
that they look differently in the mirror, they may be very well identifying with their
avatar. When the virtual world becomes an important part of their lives, their cyber-self
may be as real as their offline identity. They may even feel happier online than offline
when they are, for example, physically disabled or consider themselves fat or ugly.

Thirdly, when playing for several hours, people can be absorbed by the virtual world. The
virtual world can become a ‘flow’123. They forget about time, realizing only after hours
that it is already three o’clock in the morning. The effect can be compared to a book that
is so exiting that the reader forgets that he is turning the page and is totally absorbed by

122

According to a survey under 1019 World of Warcraft Players by researcher Nick Yee,

these players spend 22,7 hours on average per week playing World of Warcraft.
(Introduction: The RL Demographics of World of Warcraft,
http://www.nickyee.com/daedalus/archives/001364.php ) According to a survey under
246 respondents, more than 50% claimed to play more than 20 hours a week (De Nood,
D & J. Attema, (2006), Second Life: Het Tweede Leven van Virtual Reality, Den Haag,
http://www.epn.net/interrealiteit/Second_LifeHet_Tweede_Leven_van_Virtual_Reality.pdf : 17)
123

(Turner 1982), see also (Csikszentmihalyi 1974)
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the imagined world of the book. In three-dimensional worlds that interact with the
actions of the user, this effect might even be stronger.

Of course, computer games and virtual worlds are one of many cultural means in a
changing world. People that are spending time in virtual worlds do not only form their
identity online. Education, family and jobs contribute to this construction. However, it is
clear that current cultural expressions form an important part of how people experience
the world. These cultural expressions are often mediated by words, sounds and images.
Virtual worlds mediate the experiences of the users and can shape the way they perceive
of the world.

Modern spirituality is largely concerned with self-realization. In the two virtual worlds,
World of Warcraft and Avilion, cyber-self realization is one of the main dimensions of
playing. This self-realization takes place by designing the character and fulfilling hero
quests. The environment, including virtual landscapes and background music, can also
contribute to spiritual experiences. They can become part of the narrative of the virtual
world. In the case of Avilion, I considered myself a cyber-pilgrim, searching for
spirituality in this fantasy world. I was responsible for making sense of this strange world
and for developing my online self. In World of Warcraft, self-realization is clearly bound
to the goals of the game. Considering the narrative and ludic dimension of identity in
virtual worlds, the rules and assignments are more explicit in World of Warcraft. At the
same time, the narrative of this enchanted Tolkien-like world structures the game. In
Avilion, the narrative or maybe the personal narrative, developed by each avatar, is more
prevalent than the ludic dimension. In World of Warcraft you have to be a hero, in Avilion
you can be a prince, knight, or a pilgrim.

Identification in virtual worlds
The narrative and ludic dimension of identity are important ways in which we can frame
the importance of story and play. In World of Warcraft and Second Life, people do play in
a virtual community. How important is this community in the process of identification?

If we apply the four dimensions of religious identification from Hervieu-Léger to virtual
worlds, there are many similarities. The community dimension is present in World of
Warcraft as well as in Second Life. People are using their avatar online meet other
avatars of real people. Avilion is clearly a community of people with the same interest in
the fantasy world. The social markers are clear; the rules of how to dress and how to
behave are very explicit. Avatars who do not fit in this picture are (sometimes actively)
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excluded by the community or by the moderators.124 In World of Warcraft, there are also
groups that collaborate in hero quests and battles. The ethical dimension is in the
determined by the rules of the game. It is questionable if these rules should be coined
ethical, but the rules do dictate behavior. The cultural dimension is very explicitly present
in the stories concerning World of Warcraft and Avilion. And, as Ricoeur shows, stories
are part of the identification process. Clothes, manners and music also all attribute to a
cultural dimension in virtual worlds.

The fourth dimension, the emotional, is present in the people who feel that they belong
to the community of Avilion or certain groups in World of Warcraft. They are spending
their time in those worlds because it makes sense to them to explore this world and
communicate with other avatars.

From this point of view, the elements of religious identification can be applied to virtual
communities. When, in current new-age thinking, the divine is seen as something inside
every human being and self-realization the means to access a divine spark, this selfrealization could happen offline and online. A spiritual journey could be perceived as an
individual journey, but though modern spirituality is individualized, it certainly has
community aspects. Spiritual sessions and mediation take place in a group of people with
the same interests. This is exactly what happens when people go online and log in to
their community in Second Life or World of Warcraft. They encounter people with the
same interest (the virtual fantasy world) and if they are satisfied for the moment, they
log off and continue their daily lives. If Huizinga's definition of a game as set apart in
space in time is correct, it is certainly working for cyberspace. A pilgrim meets with other
pilgrims on his journey, for example, on the road to Santiago de Compostela. A cyberpilgrim meets with other avatars in worlds where he feels at home.

Conclusion
Can virtual fantasy worlds be a source for the construction of a spiritual identity? Can
these playful illusions make sense? Yes, illusions do make sense. Van Baal shows that the
illusions of religion, art and play do matter. They matter tremendously. The worlds of
Avilion and World of Warcraft offer all these three illusions. The two virtual worlds offer
mythical narratives, a fantasy world and many opportunities to play and develop a cybercharacter.

124

(Bij and Zijderveld 2007) : 14
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Though they do not present a religion, they contain many elements that are part of
religion: mythical narratives, rules or game-ethics, community and a game culture. The
worlds are beautifully designed, but whether this is art, I leave to the player of those
games. More important, is certainly the playful element of these worlds. Huizinga, Turner
and Van Baal all show how important play is. Play may be an illusion, but it is very
serious. Play enables people to transcend daily reality and take other positions, without
losing themselves. In a game, they have a clear goal to achieve within the rules of play.

How does spirituality play a role in both World of Warcraft and Second Life? In both
worlds, the ‘player’ or ‘user’ can create a cyber-character, an avatar. This character can
evolve by exploring worlds, by fulfilling quests and by meeting others. As I mentioned
before, Aupers argues that in the New Age movement, the main focus is on the so-called
spiritual core of the human being. This spiritual core is called the higher self, the soul, or
the divine spark. In self-spirituality, one strives for personal growth and self-realization;
the sacralization of the self. The search for the self is an identification process. I have
showed that this identification can contain narrative and ludic dimensions. De Mul argues
that when forming an identity, mediated self-reflection is essential. This reflection can
take place by constructing stories but also by playing computer games.

The narrative of a mythical past is a motivation to play the game and evolve the cyber
character. The spiritual dimension as a search for realization and authenticity can be
shaped by a narrative and by game elements, if the narrative and game are internalized
(mimesis3 and play3).. The rules of the game or the rules of the world together with the
mythical narrative do shape the experience of being in the world. Self-actualization can
happen when individuals learn how to use their avatar, fulfil hero quests and integrate in
the virtual communities. In the Western world where the grand narrative has largely
disappeared, virtual worlds can mediate the search for identity and spirituality.
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Conclusion
The quest for spiritual identity in cyberspace is a difficult one. How can this identity be
constructed? People have become pilgrims; their spiritual journey is fluid and individual.
They lose the connection with the institutions that in the past at least partly regulated
religious life. Faith in God has been replaced by a belief in the authentic self. New Age
thinking about the supposedly autonomous individual subject has led to the sacralization
of the self.

With the rise of technology and science, the world has, according to Max Weber, become
disenchanted. The magic aura of a world where ghosts, wizards, angels, saints and
demons are part of daily life has been replaced by a more mechanical worldview.
However, technology as a way of framing the world has received a sacred meaning. It
fascinates and horrifies us at the same time. Cyberspace, the construction of a virtual
reality, intrigued Oshii, the maker of Avalon. But though the idea of virtual worlds is the
subject of both utopian and distopian interpretations, it has become reality for almost all
of us.

New media, especially the Internet, has become the source for information, social
networks and entertainment. Cyberspace can be used as a space for experimentation,
especially in fantasy worlds. It can be a virtual moratorium or a liminal space that offers
fewer restrictions than normal daily life. At the same time, it is also a ‘stage’ where
people can present themselves and interact online with their social networks. Social
networks like Facebook offer the possibility for creating a hypermedial self that is always
‘under construction’.

Virtual worlds in computer games and simulations offer possibilities for the construction
of a spiritual identity. Games like World of Warcraft offer the same mythical narratives as
the fantasy books that fill the bookshops, but in their case people can actually play in
these worlds! Virtual worlds offer the illusion of a mythical past and a playful
environment. The narrative and ludic dimensions of these virtual worlds contribute to the
identification with the cyber-self. Though virtual realities are in fact not real, they are
experienced as real. They offer a framework that makes sense by offering a narrative
and rules of the game. Moreover, they offer a virtual community. People can experiment
and develop their cyber-character, and thus contribute to self-realization. In an
enchanted virtual world, they can truly find a spiritual identity.

Cyberpilgrims

The Self, the Spiritual and the Sacred in Cyberspace
Religion and play therefore belong to the essentials of life; they transcend life above the
simple concern for staying alive. We have seen that religion, the organized form of
spirituality, is fading in western society. The quest for the construction of spiritual
identity in cyberspace is concerned with how we construct a metaphysical framework for
our lives, and how cyberspace can mediate this quest. In the last forty years, the
construction of identity has become more and more ambiguous. The old framework of
church, tradition and family has faded away, and individualization has led to a focus on
authenticity and self-realization. This self-realization is the central topic in New Age, a
movement whose ideas are common in media discourse; example are magazines like
Happinez, television programs such as the Oprah Winfrey show, and social network sites
like Facebook or virtual worlds where you can create your cyber-self. In virtual worlds,
the aesthetic element and the playful element come together. Though it may be playful
experience to connect to this pervasive form of cyberspace, it can also be a medium that
makes sense to the people immersing themselves in these worlds.

The spiritual, or spirituality, can be shaped by the remnants of religious identification.
Religious communities, ethics, narratives and rituals are still an important source of
spirituality and give meaning to important changes in life. However, these frameworks
are losing their power. There is a need for new spirituality, cut loose from tradition,
education and family. People have become pilgrims on their personal spiritual journey,
where the quest and the search seem to be more important than finding answers about
life, death and transcendence.

The sacred is, for many, not longer found in the holy books or the church. Some find it in
nature, others ascribe sacredness to technology, and many see their own identity as
sacred. The sacralization of the self is prevalent everywhere. Gnostic ideas about the soul
being a divine spark play in the background when gurus or leaders speak about finding
your destiny and listening to your inner self.

Narrative and Collage
The construction of identity can be described in many ways. As always with concepts,
they overlap and do not exclude each other. In the previous chapters, I have mentioned
a few of them. The narrative, in fiction as well as in biography, is a synthesis of
concordant and discordant elements. They contain a level of coherence and structure.
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The discordant elements provoke disruption, instability and change. The construction of
identity can be formed by stories and media, and can be articulated in a biography. When
people describe their biography, they usually try to give a coherent account of events,
placing them in a context and giving them meaning. A narrative contains discordant
elements that challenge the status quo of a character and can lead to important changes.

Today’s society is fragmented. People fulfill different roles as a student, teacher, mother,
employee, mother, child, and so on. Moreover, they receive messages that are mediated
by school, work, newspapers, magazines, television, movies and the Internet. As a result
of this, one’s identity can be seen as a collage of very different elements. The whole is
not a coherent story, but may be compared to a photo collage containing elements of
photos, paper fragments, and advertisements. The hypermedial self, described by de
Mul, can be another visualization. We are easily able to switch between various windows.
In one window, people read an online magazine, in another, they participate in a social
network, and in a third they can view their favorite clips on Youtube.

Hypermedial identity and spirituality
Cyberspace is facilitating the process of seeking and experimenting. It has led to the
emergence of the cyberpilgrim. The process of seeking and bricolage is not new, but
cyberspace offers new unlimited possibilities for spirituality and the construction of
identity.

In the end, aren’t we all bricoleurs? It seems impossible to form a coherent narrative as
our lives contain so many, often discordant, elements. We can escape the reality of daily
life by playing a game that releases us from the pressures of acting out a fragmented
aspect of the self. Playing with identities is possible in virtual worlds. A cyber-character
can do things we never would do in a socially controlled environment. On the other hand,
new media is to a great extent social media. We also present ourselves in cyberspace
and play with the possibilities and the limitations. Can we present ourselves as a different
gender, can we Photoshop our appearance as we search for new social networks? Or do
we keep close contact with our peers, offline as well as online?

Cyberspace seems to be a highly individualized space where each individual can choose
and collect spiritual sources and experiences in different ways. What is the impact of
cyberspace on the construction of identity? On the one hand, cyberspace seems to be
merely a remediation of older media; the mail, the television, the book and the
telephone. Each of these media made the world smaller. Yet this has changed the way
we perceive the world and the way we perceive ourselves, other religions, and other
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ways of life. Perhaps cyberspace is not a consensual hallucination, but is a virtual reality
that has permeated into every corner of society. The Internet, one of its most well-known
and used manifestations, is a medium that enables the search for information, reflection,
culture and entertainment. It is, above all, a social medium. It enables people to join
social networks, three-dimensional worlds, or just to send an email to a friend on the
other side of the world. It also offers many possibilities to play with identity and
experiment with unimagined possibilities: walking in mythical 3D worlds, taking another
identity and talking about personal things with people that you do not even know.

Is there still a metaphysical framework that should shape identity? Does cyberspace
really enable us to create such a framework? Clearly, all forms of traditional and new
spirituality are available online. But they are also present in churches, magazines, books,
and seminars. The radical newness of cyberspace lies in its ability to make time and
space relative. The network of computers all over the world is always present, is
attainable seemingly everywhere and offers a new mediation to experience. When we
conduct a spiritual quest as we search for a framework to live with, cyberspace offers
endless possibilities for searching, finding, and searching further. The construction of
spiritual identity in cyberspace is hypermedial. The fragmented identity and the
innumerable sources of spirituality can coexist. Cyberpilgrims can construct their
framework in using multiple windows. They can gaze through multiple windows into
multiple spiritualities and identities, and switch from one to another with just a click of
the mouse.

Future Research
I have showed that cyberspace offers possibilities for the construction of identity and
spirituality. I have written mostly about the medium, and less about the message. While
McLuhan may have a point that the medium is the message, I am also very much
interested in the content. Cyberpilgrims have the possibility to explore new places and
experiment with virtual reality. Because I have used relatively few results of research in
cyberspace, it is impossible to sufficiently answer the question of how spiritual identity in
cyberspace is being constructed. Future research must clarify what people do when they
search for spiritual recourses, construct their personal profiles or interact with others
online. Spirituality in the Christian context is concerned with salvation, liberation from
sin, union with God, and living by grace. Though Christian spirituality is available in all
kinds of forms, traditions and experiences, it does have theologies, institutions and
professionals that somehow regulate Christian spirituality. New Age spirituality, where
the self is sacralized, is more fluid; it changes and takes different shapes. It can take the
form of self-help books, spiritual magazines, spiritual websites, virtual worlds, meditation
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sessions etc. Moreover, not many like to use the term ‘New Age’, and are reluctant to
define too strictly what they are offer in the spiritual marketplace. Cyberspace is a
personalized medium and cannot be called mass communication. Television can be
analysed by reviewing the programs, the setting and the audience. Internet and virtual
worlds differ enormously, and offer multiple windows and endless possibilities. In order to
make more sense of spirituality in cyberspace, field research is needed. We could, for
example, take a group of highly educated middle class people between the ages of 20
and 35. If we want to see how they are constructing their spiritual identity, we need to
interview them and see what they are doing. What is their religious background? What do
they consider to be spirituality? Which kinds of websites and communities are they
visiting? How do they relate to their social network? Which books do they read? Because
cyberspace is so pervasive, we must see it in the broader cultural, religious and
technological context.

I do believe that future research will show that cyberspace, though new as a medium,
does not offer a new message. The messages of New Age spirituality and the
sacralization of the self are also very much present in cyberspace. Cyberspace is
probably the most effective medium for communicating, browsing, creating stories,
searching, playing and experimenting. Therefore, it definitely begs thorough analysis by
theologians, anthropologists, sociologists and psychologists. The framework that this
paper offers can be very useful. By taking the frameworks of narratives, bricolage, play
and games, it is possible to frame experiences, stories and play in cyberspace. The
notion of hypermedial spirituality can explain how several sources can exist next to each
other. Cyberpilgrims make use of hypermedia as they browse through words, images,
videos and sounds. In addition to this, they can immerse themselves in the threedimensional virtual world of computer games. With my description of spiritual identity in
cyberspace, I have tried to reveal the ‘media’ dimension of the sociology of religion and
the spiritual dimension of cyberspace. Pilgrims nowadays will continue to use cyberspace
on their journey to spirituality and identity. Their journey is important enough to be
taken seriously.
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